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Preface

Optimizing drug interaction knowledge representation is a pressing need. Currently, the combination of poor quality evidence and a general lack of drug-drug interaction (DDI) knowledge by prescribers results in many thousands of preventable medication errors each year. While many sources of DDI evidence exist to help improve prescriber knowledge, no meta-data standard currently exists that is built based on the requirements derived from an analysis of the information synthesis workflows of pharmacists and drug compendium editors. Such a metadata standard could enable a more effective synthesis of DDI evidence during tasks such as consulting and guideline development.

The First International Workshop on Drug Interaction Knowledge Representation, held on October 6th 2014, brought clinical and ontology development experts together to discuss:

a) potential DDI knowledge representation solutions that reflect the state-of-the-art of both the clinical understanding of DDIs and biomedical ontology development,

b) how to best link DDI ontologies to pre-existing drug terminology efforts, and

c) roadblocks to the adoption of ontology-driven solutions such as coverage, usability, and scalability. Our aim is to shape the workshop into an annual event that addresses issues of optimizing representation of drug interaction for meaningful use. The workshop’s focus is on discussing solutions to bridging the gap between the representation of drug interaction in knowledge managements systems and the requirements by those using that information in clinical practice.

To ensure the clinical relevance of state-of-the-art knowledge representation for drug interactions doesn’t get overlooked the workshop started with a keynote lecture by Daniel Malone (University of Arizona) entitled Jumping the crevasse between assertions of drug interactions and clinical relevance. ([http://www.slideshare.net/boycer/keynote-maloneclinicalrelevanceofddievidence](http://www.slideshare.net/boycer/keynote-maloneclinicalrelevanceofddievidence))
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Redesign of a clinical decision support system for a drug - drug interaction alert.

Daniel Luna¹, Carlos Otero¹, Fernan Gonzalez Bermualdo de Quiros¹

¹ Health Informatics Department. Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires. Argentina

Abstract. The clinical decision support systems (CDSS) in general and those related to prescription systems in particular have the potential to reduce and prevent morbidity and mortality associated with adverse events and improve the quality of patient care. Most electronic health records (EHR) has CDSS used as support for clinical decision making. In the context of electronic prescribing systems, knowledge databases necessary for the implementation of systems alerting for drug - drug interactions are not adapted to local contexts of use, generating a high rate of false positives and producing "alert fatigue". Redesigned of the notification system for drug interactions in areas like structuring a knowledge database of drugs, modification and validation of a knowledge database on drug - drug interactions, generating case studies and frequency of interactions at the local level and redesigning of the alert interface could be beneficial. Create a CDSS for making decisions about drug - drug interaction is a complex process that requires supportive evidence, structured databases, good interface design and trained staff to adapt the evidence to the healthcare context of a health institution.

Keywords. Clinical decision support system, Drug-drug interaction system, Electronic health record

1. Introduction

Decrease medical errors, improve health processes and ensure high quality health care for patients has been the focus of constant concern of all members of the health care team. In this context arise computerized support systems (CDSS) in response to the need to improve the process of clinical care (1). The CDSS in general and those related to prescription systems in particular have the potential to reduce and prevent morbidity and mortality associated with adverse events and improve the quality of patient care (2). Most electronic health records (EHR) has CDSS used as support for clinical decision making. In the context of electronic prescribing systems, knowledge databases necessary for the implementation of systems alerting for drug - drug interactions use commercial knowledge databases, usually created in the United States and in English language. These databases are not adapted to local contexts of use, generating a high rate of false positives and producing "alert fatigue" (3–5), situations in which the user, after receiving numerous warnings, with no real clinical impact, ignore and / or dismiss this advise, even though in some cases have medical relevance. To solve this problem, the databases of the CDSS should take into account the context of clinical use, the health system and the clinical evidence.

Although the benefits of CDSS are known, it is not uncommon to find reports indicating a high rate of omission of these alerts on grounds ranging, as previously discussed, since the inadequate content of the knowledge database of such systems and the lack of clinical significance of the recommendations to the poor design of human-computer interfaces (6,7) therefore, all references to improve these aspects result in improved safety for patients (8).

Interactions among drugs administered to a patient, occur when a drug causes changes in metabolism of the other, a phenomenon known as drug-drug interactions (DDI) (9). These DDI can cause unwanted adverse events in the patient and the severity of symptoms can vary from
negligible to potentially lethal. The occurrence of DDI is associated with increased morbidity and mortality (10,11), with prolonged hospitalization (12) and high health care costs (6). The increasing use of new pharmacological agents (7), the clinical context of the patient (8) increasingly complex and other factors such as prolonged hospitalization, makes identifying these DDI is beneficial and at the same time increasingly difficult (13). El Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires (HIBA) developed and implemented an electronic health record (EHR) with a notified drug interactions system (14), but in first instance the rate of cancellation of alerts presented was high. The decision was then to redesign the system components for notify drug interactions, consistent with the recommendations in the literature and using techniques of user centered design (UCD). First we worked on the first phase of debugging the knowledge database and the categorization of its recommendations (4) and an analysis of the cases was conducted to determine the local occurrence and to then, move forward in redesigning alerts with techniques based on user-centered design (UCD).

The redesigned of the notification system for drug interactions was organized in the following steps:

- Structuring a knowledge database of drugs
- Modification and validation of a knowledge database on drug - drug interactions
- Case studies and frequency of interactions at the local level
- Redesign of the alert interface

2. Setting

El Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires (HIBA) is a university hospital of high complexity founded in 1853 belongs to a nonprofit health network including a second hospital, 25 outpatient centers and 150 private clinics distributed in the city of Buenos Aires. The infrastructure is complete with 750 inpatient beds, 200 of which are for critical care, a home care service and 41 operating rooms. A team of 2800 doctors, 3000 agents of the health team and 1900 persons for administrative tasks and management process work at the hospital. Approximately 45,000 discharges per year, 3 million annual visits and 45,000 surgical procedures were performed. Since 1998 has been gradually implemented a Health Information System (HIS) development "in house" that handles the medical and administrative information from capture to analysis. It includes a unique problem-oriented and patient-centered health record, known by the name of ITALICA (14). EHR allows documentation of care in areas including: outpatient, inpatient, emergency and home care. ITALICA allows the request of complementary studies, drug prescriptions and results display that includes a PACS (Picture archiving and communication system). Since the implementation of the EHR, a Terminology Server for vocabulary representation was created. The Terminology Server allows linking free text entered by the health team in the EHR and references it with SNOMED CT, plus the ability to associate them with different classifications, such as ICD-9-CM, ICD10, ICPC, LOINC, among others. In 2006 the HIBA start the Personal Health Portal Project (PHR). The PHR is linked to ITALICA, which provides services and unified access to multiple data applications, allowing the patients see their health data stored in the health network, and allow them to interact or consult their medical or administrative information.

3. Redesign process
3.1. Structuring a knowledge database of drugs

In order to integrate scientific knowledge with the clinical decision support systems the hospital decided to start its e-prescribing project, progress on both the development of its own CPOE, and will develop a structured knowledge database on drugs and serve substrate for the creation of support systems. From this decision created a group comprised of physicians, pharmacists, and students of medicine and pharmacology that dealt with several databases of national and international information and created a data structure that allow the storage of structured and coded information. The uploaded data are referenced to SNOMED CT, the same standard terminology that the health information contained in patient clinical data repository. This process enables the creation of CDSS, and the use of international standards facilitates the decision system creation process, EHR integration and implementation. The knowledge database of drugs, in addition to basic drug information contains also commercial information like products’ names and presentations, and also, has information on the interaction of the drug with other active ingredients. This database that fed in a first instance to the notification system of interactions was based on international knowledge database, so its lack of contextualization to local realities generated false positives causing alert fatigue. It was then decided to modify and validate this knowledge database on DDI and also make taxonomy of recommendations for actions to be taken by professionals, with the aim of providing the warning message to perform a specific action.

3.2. Modification and validation of a knowledge database on drug - drug interactions

In the electronic prescribing module the Notify System for Drug Interactions, worked at the beginning using a commercial database, Evaluations of Drug Interactions (EDI) (4,15) of the company First Data Bank. The database uses the terminology of Table 1 for the categorization of risk of each interaction.

Table 1 Terminology used in Evaluations of Drug Interactions (EDI) - First Data Bank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>High clinical significance</td>
<td>DDI that have great potential to harm the patient, are predictable or occur frequently and are well documented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Moderate clinical significance</td>
<td>DDI who have a moderate potential to harm the patient, are less predictable or occur infrequently, or lack of complete documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Low clinical significance</td>
<td>DDI who have a low potential to harm the patient, have a varied predictability or occur infrequently,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or has poor documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td><em>No clinical significance</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Although these DDI can occur, the documentation is based on unproven theoretical foundations or effect resulting from the interaction is not clinically significant and/or any adverse event is not expected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid false positives and alert fatigue evidenced in the literature we asked pharmacologists at the Clinical Pharmacology Section of HIBA to review and validate the DDI that are the basis of system.

Work were organized in two phases: In the first, we worked with DDI level I of EDI, which were evaluated between two pharmacologists physicians, determining each other, which ones, according to the literature, the health care setting and prevalence, were relevant. In the second phase, the remaining levels (II, III and IV) were distributed between two other pharmacologists. In the absence of agreement on an interaction, the level was assigned by the intervention of a third pharmacologist to arrive at a consensus.

We decided then to re-classify interactions using a standardized layering system of interactions with the knowledge database Lexicomp® (16). For the re-classification of the clinical significance of DDI by severity, likelihood of occurrence in our environment and level of care (outpatient, critical or noncritical hospitalization), two pharmacologists evaluated according to clinical criteria, scientific evidence in the literature and using standardized tools(Lexicomp®) (Table 2) each of the interactions after the first purification step and assigned the corresponding risk. If there is a disparity between the two, a third pharmacologist evaluated the same and defined.

**Table 2. Lexicomp® terminology.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td><em>Unknown interaction</em></td>
<td>The data have not demonstrated pharmacodynamic or pharmacokinetic interactions between agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td><em>Not action required</em></td>
<td>The data demonstrate that the specified agents may interact with each other, but there is little or no evidence of clinical interest resulting from concomitant use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td><em>Monitoring</em></td>
<td>The data demonstrate that the specified agents may interact with each other in a clinically meaningful way. The benefits of concomitant use of these two medications usually outweigh the risks. An appropriate monitoring plan should be implemented to identify potential negative effects. Adjustments may be necessary dose of one or both agents in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consider modification of treatment

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consider modification of treatment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The data demonstrate that the two drugs can interact with others in a clinically significant way. A specific patient assessment should be conducted to determine whether the benefits of the combined therapy outweigh the risks. Specific actions to be taken in order to obtain the benefits and/or minimize the toxicity resulting from concurrent use of agents. These actions may include aggressive monitoring, empirical dose changes, the choice of alternative agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
<td><strong>Avoid combination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The data demonstrate that the specified agents may interact with others in a clinically significant way. The risks associated with the concomitant use of these agents usually outweigh the benefits. These agents are generally considered contraindicated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So the categories I, II, III and IV of the first stage be re analyzed and reclassified using the nomenclature A, B, C, D and X of Lexicomp®.

As a first step before starting the analysis of interactions, DDI drugs not available in Argentina were eliminated. So from the total of 4148 DDI (768 level I, 1736 level II, 1591 level III and 53 level IV) were discarded in the first instance 381 cases, since this drugs are not available or authorized for use in the country.

For the remaining 3767 pairs of drugs, that generated some interaction, the evaluation task was performed by two clinical pharmacologists. Of the 3767 interactions evaluated the degree of agreement between the two observers was very good. However in cases where there was disagreement, a third pharmacologist evaluated all cases where there had been no match for defining risk. The final database included 3767 DDI re-categorized as level I (437), level II (1713), level III (1563), level IV (54).

In the second stage, the DDI classified as Level I and II (2150) were reclassified to level X or D 683 (548 X and 135 D). This process bases debug and modify the value of risk of several pairs of drugs, which meant a reduction of 69% of interactions with important clinical significance. For this stage the strength of agreement was also good, and discrepancies were defined by a third pharmacologist.

Validation of pharmacological databases for use in a CDSS integrated into an EHR from commercial databases is a complex but necessary process. Adapting to health care settings and the local reality of the health system will impact the alerts that interrupt clinical workflow and acceptance of electronic prescribing alerts. The 69% reduction in the number of possible DDI would alert a possible interaction during the medical procedure not only impacts the quality of alerts, but on the quality of information for the physician and patient. At the same time reduces the possibility of false positives with consequent alert fatigue.
In this paper the concordance between observers was very good, which adds an extra value to the validation process of the knowledge databases. The way on observers classified the DDI was based on the pharmacological and pharmacokinetic potential changes of DDI, and accordingly the clinical consequences. The database Lexicomp® better fits this model, so we took the decision to use it for the award of levels D and X.

The lack of primary literature to evaluate commercial databases hinders its applicability in a particular scenario. The DDI databases vary by country and its laws, the users, the characteristics of the patient population, funding and technology infrastructure.

3.3. Modification and validation of a knowledge database on drug - drug interactions

In order to select cases of real and representative of the different levels of care in our network, was carried out a work to analyze the frequency of potential drug-drug interactions in pharmacological indications of the different levels of care and analyzed the characteristics of the most clinically significant. The study population in order to cover the widest possible spectrum of care processes implied two care models of drug prescriptions, episodic and longitudinal (outpatient). The episodic model looked pharmacological requirements of the care received by patients in both the central emergency and inpatient episodes; the instructions given in this care model are updated by the attending physician daily. The longitudinal model considered pharmacological prescriptions made by professionals in outpatient visits, these particulars are updated as needed in the patient's medication list in the EHR.

In both models of care, when a new drug indication was registered by a professional in the EHR, new drugs and preexisting indicated were combined and then contrasted with the knowledge base in the system in order to reach for potential DDI. The pair combinations of drugs that showed a positive result, after being processed with the System were considered for analysis. Both the longitudinal model and the episodic one was recorded only the first occurrence of the pair of drugs that generated a potential DDI, discarding subsequent repetitions during the same episode.

Data Analysis: A descriptive cross-sectional study in which two types of units of analysis were considered was performed: the only positive combinations, by patient or episode, in the year of study, in order to determine their impact; and on the other hand, patients who met the inclusion criteria in order to know how many of them could potentially suffer at least one DDI. Data are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD). In order to obtain the frequency of occurrence of DDI by the severity of the clinical cases seen in the episodic care model, the requirements were grouped into critical episodic (those made in critical care units in hospital and emergency center) and episodic not critical (the rest). The characteristics of the DDI were analyzed according to the amount of co-prescription drugs, their potential clinical significance (severity of the interaction) and taxonomy of recommendations (actions) contained in the knowledge database. Of these groups the serious severity selected and recommending an action to avoid the absolute torque joint use drug, and that this subset includes active and intrusive process alerts prescriptive. In this last subgroup of the prescribing professional specialties analyzed and the routes of administration.

Between March 2011 and February 2012 on the episodic model of care drug prescriptions, 1,587,167 drug combinations were generated, showing 19,162 potential DDI. From a total of
36,013 patients treated in this model of care, 6,338 had at least one DDI, with an annual incidence of 17.6 per 100 patients with DDI patients seen. While in ambulatory model drug combinations were 4,084,043 observed potential DDI in 29,251 opportunities. From a total of 55,119 patients treated in the longitudinal model, 15,267 had at least one DDI, with an annual incidence of 27.7 per 100 patients with DDI patients.

Once made in analysis of frequency of occurrence of potential DDI model episodic attention was divided into episodic critics (those made in the critical care units of hospital and emergency center) and episodic non-critical (the rest) in order to obtain different combinations grouped by positive indirect appearance in the complexity of the clinical cases. First the amount of drugs administered simultaneously (co-prescribed) when generating the DDI, divided by the different levels of care, showing a maximum of 5 to 10 concurrent drugs prescribed, mean were analyzed in the critical sectors of 11.76 (SD 4.70), in non-critical of 11.68 (SD 4.63), and outpatient 11.19 (SD 8.51).

In a previous study, the first phase of debugging the knowledge database for the Interactions System contemplated removing multiple interactions considered irrelevant, by classifying the remaining clinical significance (severity) in beneficial, mild, moderate and severe interactions. In this study, positive combinations tested were grouped according to this classification. Of the 48,413 total observed potential DDI, 3,180 were severe (6.6%), of which 167 were in the episodes grouped as critical, 1,694 in non critical and 1,319 in the outpatient setting.

In previous work, taxonomy of recommendations for actions to be taken by the practitioner, in order to deliver the message of the alert a specific action to perform will also drew up and that acceptance of that action is accounted for as a cancellation alert. In applying this taxonomy to the knowledge database, each DDI could have more than one recommendation. The recommendation "Avoid combination" was the only one considered in the EHR as an active and intrusive (regardless of severity) alert. As with severity, in this paper, the DDI potential observed were grouped according to the model of care and according to the above taxonomy, being 301 potential DDI avoid combination, not positive combinations in critical incidents, 23 in non-critical and 278 in the outpatient setting.

In order to create representative clinical cases of our clinical reality for the user-centered redesign of alerts, and to focus the second treatment stage in our data base for interactions, we select the most frequent potential DDI in our subgroup represented by the DDI of "high" severity (no matter what action or actions recommended in the taxonomy) and those recommending action "Avoid combination" (no matter how severe they had). Subsequently those with both attributes were considered only once (subtracted from the total) for the net number of potential DDI that would have been presented to professionals and active and intrusive alerts. In this subgroup analysis of a net total of 3,356 positive combinations, 167 episodes were classified as critical, 1,709 as non critical and 1,480 in the outpatient setting were found.

When the characteristics of this subgroup were analyzed by specialty doctor who performed the indication can see that cardiology and internal medicine are the specialties most exposed to positive combinations. Because the route of drug administration is a consideration to avoid false positive alerts we were analyzed which route was frequently prescribed in the potentially active alerts, resulting intravenous and oral routes the most frequently used.

3.4. Redesign of the alert interface
For the redesigned interfaces alert, a team consisting of 3 doctors and 2 computer usability specialists work in the process of designing user-centered interfaces for the development of a new support system for warning drug - drug interactions at the time of prescription. The project was raised in iterative steps.

In total, in the three stages, 24 doctors participated (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>male 58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean in years)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of graduated (mean)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience using the EHR (mean)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>outpatient 37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inpatient 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20% non intensive care - 5% intensive care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both 38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*TABLA 1: Users profile*

**STEP 1: INDAGATION**

This first stage consisted of observations and contextual interviews to physicians who perform both electronic prescriptions in the outpatient setting and inpatient areas. In these interviews, semi structured questionnaires dealing topics and scenarios concerning the processes of drug prescribing in situations where drug interactions are presented were performed. From the analysis of these interviews were generating low-fidelity prototypes, in order to confront the ideas that emerged from these interviews with the design of interfaces for interaction with medical drug – drug interaction alerts.

Profile of participants: at this stage physicians working in ambulatory care, inpatient in critical and not critical areas participated in the study. The minimum required experience was 4 years of use of our EHR, trying to select participants with experience in the prescription process that could convey their knowledge in the field (know how). At this stage a semi-structured questionnaire to guide the user towards dynamic test cases, basing these on real clinical cases were created using the case study as the incidence of possible interactions in relation to the history of prescriptions presented (17).

6 doctors participated in the first stage, the interviews in this stage were the basis for structuring the prototypes. Emerges from these interviews that the DDI is a common concern among physicians and the tools that support these issues would be useful in this instance. From this concept, several participants took pertinent comments that have agreement with those published in the literature, such as the difficulty of finding good resources for detecting interactions, poor interface design, the amount false positive, and alert fatigue that this causes. We took what was expressed by users referring to past experiences to the structuring of the prototypes that will be used in the following steps. They also expressed the need for convenience or alerts provide information and guidance concerning the conduct to follow.
STEP 2: PARTICIPATORY DESIGN:

From the previous stage and on the basis of low-fidelity prototypes stage participatory design was performed, where the participating physicians, through their opinions arising from the interaction with the first prototypes were guiding the development of a new prototype closest to the user feedback. Were performed in this instance 2 cycles of prototyping and testing. At this stage the focus was qualitative, seeking saturation domain. The opinions and thoughts of physicians were obtained and recorded from the Think Aloud technique (18). The experiments were recorded on a mobile usability lab, and tests were carried out mainly in the workplace participants. Participants in this stage different users of the above but with a similar profile. The script used in the test was also based on real cases. At this stage, two prototypes were used, the 1st made in Balsamiq (19) was printed on paper and showed to the users, the 2nd done in Balsamiq was exported and used in order to reproduce the prescription process as closely as possible.

At this stage, a different medical group as above, from participatory design techniques, generated, along with the team carrying out this study, a design of the interfaces to be used when facing a DDI alert.

The results at this stage were analyzed by non-stringent qualitative techniques, in order to analyze the results and semi structures the results. The opinions given at this stage were: alerts were generally well received, were highly valued the ability to take actions from the same alert, without interrupting the workflow and restart the prescription process. Recommended actions that are integrated as operations were received as a great advantage. On this workflow, this was the most complex to elaborate on the design of interfaces. Among the negatives, navigating the various options offered by an alert, were complex. These results were considered for the redesign and re testing of prototypes, until they were considered adequate by users. Comments from users about the relevance of an alert appears or were not assessed and taken into account for debugging knowledge databases and developing test cases. Perhaps the main result of this stage was to understand, from the views of users, the interface should be action-oriented, and not just information. In other words, the user wanted to see not only the data, but perform the recommended action from the same screen.

STEP 3: USABILITY TEST

High fidelity prototype was created in Axure (20) for testing usability, which was presented as a functional prototype to different users of the participants in previous stages. In turn, this instance is used for measuring EFFECTIVENESS (understood from two variables, the first referring to the course pursued, i.e., if they ignore the warning or take into account, being the effective design if the alert is taken into account and the recommendations are followed. The other endpoint is whether they can complete the process of prescribing) and SATISFACTION (which was assessed using a questionnaire SUS - system usability scale (21)).

EFFECTIVENESS: the first variable, understood as the course pursued, i.e., if they ignore the warning or take into account, showed the following results: of the 24 participating physicians, 11 physicians ignored the warning (45.8%) and 13 (54.2%) agreed.
The other measure of effectiveness is whether it can finish the prescription process, in which the following results were evident: 13 (52.17%) physicians completed the task without difficulty, 10 (43.48%) completed the activity with questions, 1 (4.35%) with some errors and there were no serious errors that can’t allow to complete the action.

The number of errors was also measured during the process and are shown below: no error 82.6%, small mistakes 13%, severe mistake 4.4%

SATISFACTION, which was evaluated from a SUS questionnaire, yielded an average value per participant of 77.90 on a scale of 0 to 100 that indicates a value more than adequate, this equals a percentile of 83%, which means in other words, that the acceptance rate of the system is above 80%.

4. Discussion

Structure, validate and adapt the knowledge databases that served as a substrate for the development of this system resulted extremely difficult, in the same way, the creation of clinical cases also resulted complex, as they refer to rare problems that doctors do not handle usually,
what is presented as one of the challenges for the design framework, in this sense, the use of DDI alert systems is not easy for training because due to their low prevalence, it may be a long time from training until the appearance of the case, so the challenge is that these interfaces should be as intuitive as possible (having a short or fast learning curved), then there lies the benefit of investing time and resources in the participatory design of this type of support systems.

As for the interface design process, the parameters in the studies were more than satisfactory. From the detailed analysis of the metrics considered in the later stages, both the values of effectiveness, and satisfaction were improved to achieve the final prototype that will be used in the last stage. With respect to satisfaction, it is interesting to note that in comparison with the literature, where these types of systems have yielded no positive values, percentile values greater than 80% shows the importance of involving users in the design of the system. With regard to the acceptance of the recommendations, although a percentage above 50% is generally low impact, this performance is more than acceptable in this particular topic, where similar studies have shown alerts omission rate much higher.

Getting doctors to participate in the test was not easy, however the number of participants was appropriate as many users as needed were interviewed to obtain saturation.

Future lines: the final stage will be held by the final prototype, with which laboratory test will be performed from cases generated from the actual incidence based on the frequency of cases recovered in pre analysis.

Limitations: This study was conducted at a single center, with doctors trained in the same institution, so that the processes for incorporating external validation must be done elsewhere. On the other hand, the correlation between the clinical case and physician specialty was not always desired by both, some physicians may face situations not common practice, so the behavior is not taken from the knowledge of field, but influence by the alert itself, which tends to select "suspend" rather than harm.

5. Conclusion

Create a CDSS for making decisions about drug - drug interaction is a complex process that requires supportive evidence, structured databases, good interface design and trained staff to adapt the evidence to the healthcare context of a health institution.
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Abstract. Inadequate representation of evidence and knowledge about potential drug-drug interactions is a major factor underlying disagreements among sources of drug information that are used by clinicians. In this paper we describe the initial steps toward developing a foundational domain representation that allows tracing the evidence underlying potential drug-drug interaction knowledge. The new representation includes biological and biomedical entities represented in existing ontologies and terminologies to foster integration of data from relevant fields such as physiology, anatomy, and laboratory sciences.
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1 Introduction

Every year, many thousands of people are harmed by exposure to two or more drugs for which there exists a known interaction potential. Exposure to such “potential drug-drug interactions” (PDDIs), are a significant source of preventable drug-related harm, leading to clinically important events in 5.3% - 14.3% of inpatients, and accounting for 0.02% to 0.17% of the 129 million emergency department visits that occur in the U.S. each year[1][2]. Multiple defenses exist in the healthcare system to prevent patient harm from PDDIs including clinician knowledge, computer screening,
and monitoring. Each defense depends on complete, accurate, and current knowledge of what drugs have the potential to interact, and the most appropriate methods for managing patients when exposure to a PDDI is unavoidable [3]. However, most sources of clinically-oriented PDDI knowledge disagree substantially in their content, including about which drug combinations should never be never co-administered. For example, only one quarter of 59 contraindicated drug pairs were listed in three PDDI information sources[4], only 18 (28%) of 64 pharmacy information and clinical decisions support systems correctly identified 13 PDDIs considered clinically significant by a team of drug interaction experts[5], and four clinically oriented drug information compendia agreed on only 2.2% of 406 PDDIs considered to be “major” by at least one source[6].

A key factor underlying the existing disagreements among sources of drug information that are used by clinicians is the inadequate representation of PDDI evidence and knowledge. In practice, organizations that provide PDDI information as part of their information services employ an expert or panels of experts (editorial boards) to search, evaluate, synthesize, and stay current with evidence. The process involves applying some criteria to judge whether a drug combination could lead to an interaction, what impact it might have on exposed patients, and how to best manage patient exposure. In the current paradigm, these individuals or groups must search across multiple information sources, including the scientific literature, drug product labeling, and documents submitted to regulatory groups during the drug development/approval process. There is significant variation across drug knowledge bases with respect to ratings of specific drug pairs and currency. Moreover, the available sources rarely include first-hand clinical experience, information that can help contextualize management recommendations[7]. In addition, those multiple sources are currently not created in a way that fosters semantic integration of their data at a later stage. This leads to inefficient and discordant approaches to the acquisition of PDDI evidence and synthesis of that evidence into knowledge. The result is that there is general disagreement among drug information systems about what PDDI exist and their clinical importance.

A goal of the “Addressing gaps in clinically useful evidence on drug-drug interactions” project is to identify the core components of a new PDDI knowledge representation paradigm that addresses these issues. As we describe below, the project makes a fundamental distinction between assertions of PDDI knowledge and the evidence that supports or refutes such assertions. The central thesis of the project is that a framework for representing PDDI assertions and evidence as interoperable Linked Data[8] will enable a more integrated approach to the acquisition and synthesis of PDDI evidence into knowledge. Linked Data methodologies should be used to semantically integrate the various relevant sources of PDDI evidence so that experts can more easily retrieve all relevant evidence items. This will lead to more complete, accurate, and current PDDI information provision to any single evidence board than is possible with current resources.

The proposed framework requires a new foundational representation of PDDIs that covers the material entities and processes in the domain of discourse for PDDI evidence and knowledge claims. The representation will enable the integration of drug
interaction mechanisms, effects, risk factors, severity, and management options with the chemical and pharmacological properties (e.g., chemical structure, function, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties) of the interacting drugs. This paper specifies the design requirements for such a foundational representation that we are calling the Drug-drug Interaction and Drug-drug Interaction Evidence Ontology (DIDEO). Section 2 provides clinical background. Section 3 discusses the basic design principles and decisions for the new ontology. Finally in section 4, we show that the classes in DIDEO are sufficient to represent a concrete example of PDDI evidence selected from the Drug Interaction Knowledge Base.

2 Background

2.1 A conceptual framework for clinically useful PDDI Knowledge and Evidence

There is a rather complex relationship between the evidence that establishes a PDDI, and information that can help clinicians accurately assess the risk of exposure within a given patient[7]. The foundational model we envision would benefit from an explicit conceptual model of that relationship. Eric van Roon et al. proposed a conceptual model of PDDI information using the definition that clinically-useful PDDI information is that which helps discern whether some action should be taken with respect to a PDDI (Figure 1)[9]. Evidence for, or against, the existence of a PDDI is an important component in that model, along with consideration of patient risk factors, the potential severity of an adverse event that could be caused by exposure, and prior experience with exposure in relevant patient populations. While the van Roon model is not considered a standard for representing PDDI knowledge, it captures the essence of recommendations by other PDDI experts[10][11], including developers of PDDI databases in the United States and Europe[12][13].

The van Roon model helps to conceptually outline the principal information domains for clinically-useful PDDI knowledge. We think that it is also important to consider the relationship between PDDI evidence and claims of PDDI knowledge established by evidence. The evidence for, or against, PDDI assertions is dynamic and of varying robustness to various forms of bias. For example, in prior work on the Drug Interaction

![Fig. 1. The four types of information used by van Roon et al. to determine if a PDDI warrants clinical action. AE – Adverse Event](image1)
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Knowledge Base (DIKB) [14][15][16][17], the editorial board considered certain pharmacologic assertions written in a FDA guidance to industry[18][19][20] useful as PDDI evidence. The assertions reflected the state of science at the time the documents were published. The guidance has been updated, from 1999 to 2006 to 2012, each update leading to changes in the DIKB evidence base.

Based on these observations, it’s possible to conceive of PDDI evidence board as sociotechnical reasoning system that manages both an evidence base and a knowledge base (Figure 2)[21]. This implies that the foundational PDDI knowledge representation we envision would find application within three specific contexts:

1) within the evidence base, by defining the four types of information from van Roon’s model (Figure 1): evidence that can be used to establish the existence of a PDDI, patient risk factors, the potential severity of an adverse event that could be caused by exposure, and prior experience with exposure in relevant patient populations;

2) within the knowledge base, by representing the entities explicit within PDDI assertions (e.g., “drug X interacts with drug Y”) and pharmacologic assertions that can be used to infer PDDIs (e.g., “drug X inhibits enzyme Q which is important for the clearance of drug Y from the body”); and

3) within the reasoning system, by constraining the inference activities of the evidence board so that inferred knowledge is logically consistent with all of the other assertions in the knowledge base.

These distinctions can be illustrated using the artifacts used to support the DIKB. Underlying the DIKB’s evidence base are specific examples of evidence types; these evidence types are outlined in a draft online document[22]. Meanwhile the DIKB’s knowledge base contains PDDI and pharmacologic assertions; these assertions address competency questions that were identified during prior work on the DIKB, which can be found in a different draft online document[23].

2.2 Related work

Currently, there are two ontologies built specifically for the domain of drug-drug interactions: the Drug Interaction Ontology (DIO)[24] and the Drug-drug Interaction Ontology (DINTO)[25]. Both provide insights that are valuable for representing the domain. However, neither was designed with the perspective outlined above. Nor do they allow for a consistent and scalable representation of the ontological distinctions relevant to representing clinically useful drug-drug interaction assertions, the drugs involved, and the supporting or refuting evidence. We introduce these ontological distinctions in the course of discussing the existing ontologies.

The DIO is an ontology of drug interactions developed with the goal of predicting drug interactions[24]. While DIO[24] is inspired by both Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) and the NCI Thesaurus (via UMLS), it is not aligned with either one. Although the DIO [24] specifically refers to BFO’s distinction between continuants and processes (occurrents)[26], the BFO’s representation of process (its definition and entity URI), is not reused in the OWL implementation of DIO accompanying the aforementioned paper[27]. Rather, within the DIO OWL file, process is defined as: “A se-
quence of events which produces some outcome” [27], reusing the CUI and definition from the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT)[28]. But the DIO OWL file includes several axioms that are inconsistent with both the NCIT definition of process and the BFO’s representation of process. In particular, DIO specifies necessary conditions for processes, such as

- hasEnableTriggerParticipant min 1 Thing
- hasResultantPopulationChange min 1 Thing
- hasResultantPopulationChange only Increased

A possible explanation for this inconsistency is that the developers of DIO intended to map their domain representation to those found in the UMLS (NCIT) and other terminologies and ontologies rather than actually reuse them. However, the reuse of terms should always be accompanied by ensuring that the intended meaning and the ontological commitments of source and target resource match. (We will elaborate on the role of ontological commitments in Section 3.)

Another shortcoming of DIO is that it does not represent roles. Each instance of a chemical is a drug, regardless of whether its dosage or formulation allows it to act as a drug. We find, for instance, that:

```
Capecitabine
  rdfs:subClassOf Drugs
  rdfs:subClassOf DrugOrMetabolite
  rdfs:subClassOf Chemicals
```

But active ingredients can only bear a role as a drug in a specific dose and in conjunction with excipients[10]. However, it is by now standard accepted practice in numerous drug terminologies and ontologies to carefully distinguish among drug products, their ingredients, and the molecules that constitute those ingredients[29][30][31][32]. Most recently, Hogan et al. in this regard showed that assigning therapeutic properties to active ingredients disregards the effect of dose form and therefore leads to mistakes that contradict scientific knowledge (e.g., oral vancomycin treating bacterial endocarditis)[30].

The second ontology that we took into consideration is the Drug Interaction Ontology (DINTO). DINTO is intended “to represent all possible mechanisms that can lead to a drug-drug interaction. The ontology provides the general pharmacological principles of the domain”[25]. The developers have provided a version of DINTO that is an extension of BFO[33]. The key limitation of DINTO with respect to our goals is that DINTO does not represent potential drug-drug interactions at all, but only drug-drug interactions (DDIs). Representing PDDIs, as we aim to do, is quite different from representing a DDI. For each individual instance of a drug-drug interaction it is possible to specify the individual patient who suffered from its effects. However, this is not possible for all instances of PDDIs, because some of them are not actualized. DIDEO will be based on a novel definition of PDDI (Section 3).

While DINTO does not represent PDDIs at all, the way it represents the actual occurrences of DDIs and information about those occurrences is problematic. DINTO specifies a subclass of DDIs named *DDI described in a database*. The members of
this class are intended to be DDIs\(^1\) that are linked to a database by the *is described in* relation. According to the DINTO OWL file\([33]\) the class ‘DDI in database’ is intended to “represent those DDIs imported in DINTO from the DrugBank database\([34]\)[35] with the purpose of distinguishing them from those inferred from the ontology”. Notably, the information loaded from DrugBank will not be about drug-drug interactions, but about PDDIs, as [35] clearly indicates. This demonstrates that DINTO does not provide ways to distinguish information about actual DDIs from evidence pointing at drug co-medications that are suspected to lead to unwanted effects.

3 Methods

Building from the pioneering work of the DIO and DINTO we propose to develop a new ontology, DIDEO. The DIDEO will address the aforementioned limitations of the two ontologies while being in alignment with the van Roon conceptual model. Moreover, the ontology will comply with principles of good practice in ontology development, such as formulated by the OBO Foundry\([36]\), for instance:

*Reuse of pre-existing resources* – Because integration of data is among the key rationales for using ontologies, it is crucial to use Unique Resource Identifiers to refer to the same entities even across domains. We strive to reuse entities from pre-existing ontologies wherever reasonable. Reuse of entities may be limited by the fact that the basic ontological commitments of the source and the target ontology need to be the same. For instance, an ontology that defines ‘drug’ as ‘a chemical entity that bears a drug role that is realized by its use in a pharmacotherapy’ cannot import an individual drug, for instance ‘acetaminophen’ from an ontology that defines drugs as chemicals that are used in pharmacotherapy\(^2\). In our example both ontologies represent ‘drug’, but each representation comes with a different ontological commitment. One way to assure consistency of ontological commitment is to select entities from ontologies using the same upper ontology.

*Use of an upper ontology relevant in biomedical informatics* – The DIDEO should support the integration of drug-drug interaction data with data on other biomedically relevant phenomena, for example proteins, protein interactions, laboratory methods and clinical studies. We reuse entities from the Drug Ontology (DRON) [29][30][37] the Ontology of Biomedical Investigation (OBI)[38][39], the Gene Ontology (GO)[40][41] and the Information Artifact Ontology (IAO)[42] These ontologies are all listed on the OBO Foundry[43] webpage. The reuse of DRON, OBI and IAO commits the DIDEO to use the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [26][44] as the upper ontology. The Gene Ontology is not using any upper ontology, but multiple classes from GO have been subsumed under BFO classes in the aforementioned ontologies.

---

1. The axiomatization of the class actually falls short of specifying that, since being a DDI is not part of its necessary and sufficient condition.
2. The aspirin in my medicine cabinet is not a drug according to the second definition given above since it is not participating in any pharmacotherapy, yet it is most certainly a drug according to the first definition.
Representation of biological and biomedical entities was one of the use cases in the development of BFO[26]. In addition, BFO provides well-documented representations for roles, functions and dispositions[45], which are also relevant for biological and biomedical phenomena. Hence we plan to use BFO 2.0 as our upper level and we will import existing OWL entities for reuse using the MIREOT methodology[46] implemented in the MIREOT Protégé plugin[47]. One open question when using MIREOT to import terms from pre-existing ontologies is how to track changes in the source ontologies. MIREOT [46] relies on OBO Foundry’s internal (non-automatic) monitoring process, which might not be an optimal solution, especially when the methodology is applied outside the Foundry.

Compliance with relevant standards of drug representation – The initial development of DIDEO re-uses the drug representation of the Drug Ontology[29] (DRON) which is based on RxNorm[32]. For a PDDI ontology, active ingredients must not be assigned the status of drugs, because the excipients, route of administration, and dose impact the potential for, likelihood of, and severity of interactions. DRON provides ontologically sound representations of Clinical Drugs and Branded Drugs. These representations contain information about dosage and intended route of administration. In addition, DRON provides information about drug ingredients that is linked to the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest ontology [29][30][48].

Community-driven development – Once the initial OWL version of DIDEO is created it will be made publicly available and the project will be continued as an open source project. In addition, we aim to build a community of consumers/contributors to help us create, expand and maintain the ontology. We have already reached out to the developers of DINTO. Since DINTO is using BFO as the upper ontology just as DIDEO we want to investigate possibilities to align our efforts.

4 Results

To appropriately represent PDDI knowledge and its evidence, a definition of PDDIs is crucial. We start our definition by making a basic ontological categorization based on BFO 2.0[49]. The most basic ontological categories of BFO are independent continuant (such as material entities), generically dependent continuants (such as information content entities), specifically dependent continuants (such as qualities and dispositions) and occurrents (such as processes)[26]. Consider an individual PDDI. We might be tempted to categorize it as an occurrent, since the term “interaction” points to a process. However, a PDDI is not an actual process. It is also not a potential or disposition inhering in a substance that may or may not be realized. Representing PDDI in that way, would neglect the fact, that in PDDI research we are collecting information about occurrences that could be drug-drug interactions. Rather, a PDDI is a piece of information about the possible effects of a certain event, for instance the co-administration of azithromycin and ergot alkaloids. We propose the following definition for PDDI:

“A potential drug-drug interaction (PDDI) is an information content entity that specifies the possibility of a drug-drug interaction based on either reasonable extrapolation about drug-drug interaction mechanisms or a data item
created by clinical studies, clinical observation or physiological experiments.”

From this starting point it is crucial to represent the informational bases of PDDIs, namely a) reasonable extrapolation, b) physiological observations from clinical studies and c) drug-drug interaction observational data and d) mechanistic assertions that are useful for inferring drug-drug interactions (derived either from clinical studies or from various experiments, such as inhibition and transport protein experiments).

The aim of DIDEO is to adequately represent all types of PDDI evidence, as well as their differing bases. Not all instances of PDDI evidence data are based on actually observing a drug-drug interaction. In many instances, it is unclear from the evidence whether any actual interaction between the object and precipitant drug has occurred. Hence, it would not be appropriate for us to code the ontology in a way that implies, from the existence of the PDDI evidence, the existence of at least one instance of the specific drug-drug interaction. These bases imply the existence of specific physiological processes, drugs, drug components, and in some cases even DDIs. The following example describes a case of PDDI without evidence for an instance of the actual DDI:

Assume the class ‘potential azithromycin-ergot alkaloid interaction evidence data’ exists in an OWL ontology. To link the data item to actual physiological processes we could axiomatize that each element of this class is about some element in the class ‘azithromycin-ergot alkaloid interaction’. But our axiom will then imply that at least one element of the latter class exists.

This existential import can be avoided by using a feature novel in OWL2 called ‘punning’. ‘Punning’ enables users to assign the same name to an OWL class and an OWL individual, allowing the use of the individual when referring to the type and the use of the class when referring to individuals or aggregate of individuals. Despite the two entities bearing the same name, no cross-inferences are made when reasoning[50]. Thus, punning would allow stating that a PDDI is about at least two types of drugs, without affirming that each individual entity is about one individual portion of that drug.

Figure 3 shows a DIDEO representation (without punning) of a clinical study potentially useful as evidence for a mechanistic assertion that could be used for inferring drug-drug interactions. The figure shows how information about the drug and enzyme involved in the study can be traced from the study data item. It would also be possible to track the type of clinical study. Some ontological commitments and design decision depicted in Figure 3 warrant more detail:

- A particular simvastatin metabolism process is the proper occurrent part of a drug metabolism assay. In natural language we might say that the metabolism participates in the assay. But one of the ontological commitments of BFO is that the ’participates in’-relation only holds between a continuant and an occurrent[51]. To simply say that the metabolism and the assay temporarily overlap would not be sufficient here. Many processes overlap in time, without being interrelated in any other way.
- When we represent substances that are referred to by mass nouns, we talk about a portion of that substance (e.g. the simvastatin metabolism has a portion of simvastatin as a participant). This is inline with the practice used in numerous OBO Foundry ontologies, to distinguish between a specific instance of a portion of the entity and the term denoting its type[52].
• Both the portion of simvastatin and the portion of CYP3A4 are affirmed to participate in the process at some times. Claiming their participation at all times would exclude the possibility that there is no CYP3A4 available to participate in the metabolism, while the final part of the process are still occurring. Moreover, ‘participate at some time’ is not a negation of ‘participate at all time’, but, entails the latter [53].
• Assays of a simvastatin metabolism establish that CYP3A4 is the bearer of a disposition called ‘drug metabolism enabler disposition’ that enables the metabolism, and is realized by that metabolism.
• The outcome of the assay is a simvastatin metabolism data item. Data items are defined as “an information content entity that is intended to be a truthful statement about something (modulo, e.g., measurement precision or other systematic errors) and is constructed/acquired by a method which reliably tends to produce (approximately) truthful statements”[42] . The simvastatin metabolism data item is a member of the class of data items that are specified output of some drug metabolism assays.

5 Conclusion

This paper offers justification for a new foundational domain representation for PDDI knowledge and describes the initial steps toward its development. This new semantic model, the Drug-drug Interaction and Drug-drug Interaction Evidence Ontology (DIDEO), is motivated by the needs of experts who must search, evaluate, and synthesize PDDI evidence into knowledge claims. The results reported in this paper form a foundation for the further development of DIDEO. We will now start to implement DIDEO in OWL in order to test its applicability with respect to competency questions [23] specified in as part of the “Addressing gaps in clinically useful evidence on drug-drug interactions” project. During implementation we will seek to coordinate our efforts with the developers of DINTO and DRON.
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Preface

The IWOOD 2014* workshop was the second workshop on definitions in ontologies in as many years. The first workshop (DO 2013) was held last year in Montreal in conjunction with ICBO 2013. The focus of this second workshop was on definition practices in either human or machine-assisted ontology development.

Explicit definitions of terms in ontologies serve a number of purposes. Logical definitions allow reasoners to create inferred hierarchies, lessening the burden of asserting and checking the validity of subsumptions. Natural language definitions help to ameliorate the pervasive problem of low inter-annotator agreement. In specialized domains, experts will know their own field well, but may only have limited knowledge of adjacent disciplines. Good definitions make it possible for non-experts to understand unfamiliar terms and thereby make it possible for more confident reuse of terms by external ontologies, which in turn facilitates data integration.

The goal of this workshop was to bring together researchers and developers in the biomedical domain to discuss difficulties that arise in definition construction with a view to sharing strategies. Even within the narrow domain of definition construction, cross-fertilization of ideas from related disciplines should yield benefits in quality and help reinforce common approaches and identify novel ones.

The communications published in these proceedings address the theoretical, methodological, and pragmatic criteria one should consider before engaging in the activity of defining terms in ontologies. The main goals of the first article are to shed light on the nature of logical and textual definitions, to explore the relationship that exists between them, and to make recommendations for an improvement between the two. The second paper addresses issues related to the general activity of defining terms as illustrated by the definition of 'sign' and 'symptom': asking preliminary questions; looking up and comparing existing definitions; considering one's ontological framework (BFO, other...); taking or not into account actual usages of the terms; discussing the relevance of alternative definitions; etc. The last communication describes how definitions can be used to assess the coherence and overall quality of an ontology according to some prerequisites, and proposes a systematic methodology for revising and updating existing definitions to conform to the set quality criteria.
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Abstract—We discuss the structure and functions of definitions and axioms in ontologies from the perspective of a terminologist and logician respectively. By working through a few examples of the correspondence between parts of the textual definitions and the axioms, we show how to compare and contrast each and how each perspective reveals areas for improvement. Having established a correspondence between the textual and logical parts of ontology term definitions, we discuss the possibility of developing tools that help developers improve their ontologies. Such tools could be used to check both the textual definitions against the asserted axioms and vice versa. In addition, we propose a few other ways of checking the contents of textual definitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ontologies have on the one hand axioms that form parts of the logical definition of terms, and on the other hand natural language definitions and other documentation of those terms.

However, the ontological world does not seem to have a theory of what the functions of textual as opposed to logical definitions are. The result of that is authoring practices that vary widely. There are nevertheless correspondences (to a certain extent) between phrases in the textual parts and the logical parts. We can use an expectation of correspondences between the textual and logical parts to build tools that help developers improve their ontologies and provide guidelines for identifying issues in axioms and definitions. Aspects we can exploit are:

- Leverage logic to help establish correspondences between the textual definition and the axioms.
- Leverage principles of organizing terminological entities (definitions, notes,…) to characterize the logical parts.
- Measure some part of the quality of an ontology in terms of these correspondences.

Thus, it may be feasible to bring automated methods used in the terminological world to bear on both establishing the correspondences and identifying quality issues in the textual part that could be mapped to quality issues in the logical form.

In this communication, we show examples of varying definition practices in ontologies to support our first thesis and describe issues in definition practices. We discuss the structure and functions of definitions and logical parts from the perspective of a terminologist and a logician respectively. By working through a few examples of the correspondence between parts of the textual definitions and logical parts, we show how to compare and contrast each and how each perspective reveals areas for improvement.

We suggest that it is possible to write tools that analyze textual definitions with the goal of offering places for improvement. We discuss how such tools could be leveraged to check the contents of both textual and logical definitions for terms in ontologies. Our recommendations could also contribute to supplementing the specifications of the OBO Foundry principles on textual definitions.1

II. TEXTUAL DEFINITIONS

In an ontology, a textual definition is, ideally, a short sentence found as the object of an annotation property designated for that purpose. This kind of natural language definition is also found in specialized terminological dictionaries. The account we give in the present communication is thus based on the more developed account of terminological definitions in [1], [2].

A good definition conveys the intended meaning of an ontology term — we will come back to this later — by describing the type of thing to which the term refers. For example, the Cell Type Ontology (CL) contains the following definition for the term leukocyte:

(a) An achromatic cell of the myeloid or lymphoid lineages capable of ameboid movement, found in blood or other tissue.

This example shows that the term leukocyte refers to those things that are of the type achromatic cell and that are distinguished from other achromatic cells in virtue of being: of the myeloid or lymphoid lineages; capable of ameboid movement; found in blood or other tissue.

As we can see, a definition normally states the type of thing to which the instances of the defined term belong, and distinguishes these instances from the type and from other things falling under the same type by listing one or more of the characteristics of the instances of the term.

The first part, the head of the definition is called the genus; a distinguishing part, differentia. Thus, a definition has a structure where each part is related to the defined term’s instances by some type of relation:

1http://obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/FP_006_textual_definitions
• In the classical Aristotelian form, the genus (implicitly) expresses an is_a relation, as in example (a) above, which we read as: a leukocyte is an achromatic cell.
• The differentia may express any kind of relation relevant for describing and distinguishing the kinds of things to which the defined term refers. In example (a) above, the relations expressed in the definition of leukocyte are respectively develops_from (of the myeloid or lymphoid lineages), capable_of (capable of ameboid movement), and located_in (found in blood or other tissue).

A textual definition also has a logical form that derives from the relationship between its intension (that which is said about the referent) and its extension (the set of instances that fall under the intension). We can distinguish three main logical forms:

**Classical definition** A definition where the intension holds for all instances of the type that is defined, as in Every instance of X is a Y and all instances of X Z… In this case, the characteristics expressed by Y and Z are necessary and, in the ideal case, they are jointly sufficient for including all instances of X and distinguishing them from other instances of Y. The ideal case corresponds to the Aristotelian definition by necessary and sufficient conditions. A standard example of classical definition is that of triangle: A rectilinear figure that has three sides. (All triangles are rectilinear and have three sides.)

**Typical or prototypical definition** A definition where the intension holds for most of the instances of the type that is defined, as in Every instance of X is a Y and most instances of X Z… An example of prototypical definition for a swan would be An aquatic bird with a long neck, usually having white plumage. (Most swans are white.)

**Instance definition** A definition where the intension holds for only a single instance, as in X is the only Y that Z… These correspond to proper definite descriptions. This kind of definition would apply, for example, to ontologies that include what may be considered as proper names, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in an ontology of nuclear physics. In this case, the relevant kind of differentiae would probably inform us about the geographical location of the LHC and specify that it is (or was until some point in time) “the world’s largest and most powerful particle accelerator.” The definition could be even more specific and tell us about the length of the ring and the number of magnets that compose it.

Normally, ontologies contain classical definitions because their function is to disambiguate terms. This is not to say that the other forms cannot appear in the textual definitions, but this would not be ideal with respect to the function they are meant to fulfill in this context; without necessary and sufficient conditions it becomes possible to interpret terms in a manner that deviates from their intended use.

Indeed, the main function of textual definitions in ontologies is to specify the intended meaning of the ontology terms in order to avoid ambiguities and errors when, for example, annotating biomedical research texts or importing terms into other ontologies. Of course, this is also the function of the axioms, as we will see in the next section. However, the latter can be somewhat obscure to non-ontologists who may need more detailed and explicit information about the term and its referent.

Therefore, there is a cognitive advantage in including textual definitions in ontologies. As argued in [1, section 1.3], dictionary-type definitions are meant to adjust users’ lexical competence [3] by modifying (or confirming) their knowledge about the use of terms. In ontologies, definitions allow users to make their use of a term converge toward that of the rest of the users of the ontology. Both the genus and the differentia contribute to the cognitive adjustment: the genus is meant to provide a sort of cognitive anchor by stating a term that should be familiar to the user of the definition; the differentiae are meant to tell the user how the defined thing differs from the thing that is expected to be already known.

### III. AXIOMS IN ONTOLOGIES

Axioms in ontologies restrict the intended meaning of a term by asserting necessary conditions for its use. They thus function in a manner analogous to the necessary conditions previously discussed under Classical definition in section II. In OWL, it is rarely possible to provide sufficient conditions, so axioms do not on their own constitute full definitions. We distinguish three primary functions of ontology axioms: disambiguation, taxonomic schematization, and fact-modeling.

The function of axioms in the disambiguation of terms is analogous to the function that textual definitions play in disambiguation. Every axiom represents a necessary condition for entities in the terms extension. Axioms thus help to determine the extension of a term by restricting it to those entities meeting the asserted condition. Each additional axiom restricts the extension further, though it is usually not possible to restrict the term to only its intended extension by providing conditions that are jointly sufficient. The most common type of axiom asserts an is_a relation that relates the defined term to a parent class by means of the subClassOf relation. For the most part, the relatum of such an axiom should correspond directly to the genus in the textual definition.

We call the second function we identify ‘taxonomic schematization’. When employed in this capacity, an axiom asserted for a class provides a schema or template for the axioms of any subclasses. This provides, in our view, robust, principled taxonomic relations between parent, child, and sibling classes. A class’s axioms are inherited by all of its subclasses. This makes it possible to use axioms to suggest differentiae for its child classes, in other words to use these axioms as templates for the axioms of the subclasses. This can be done by asserting a relational axiom for the parent class relating it to some other kind of entity (e.g. by writing an axiom for a class X asserting that any Y is ‘part of some Y’). For every subclass of this related kind, a subclass of the parent can then be distinguished. For example, the axioms specifying the term infection in the Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO) can be used to generate the subclass axioms of its child terms, such as amebiasis (see the axiom under SubClass Of (Anonymous Ancestor) in Figure 1; see also the discussion of this example in section IV-C below).
Lastly, we distinguish a fact-modeling function of axioms. An ontology can be considered a specification of a controlled vocabulary for expressing facts in a given domain. Such a vocabulary is much sparser than the vocabulary that would be used to express these facts in natural language, that is, there is a one-many correspondence between ontology terms and words in domain-relevant portions of natural language. This means that the syntax for expressing facts (i.e., assertions between instances) using ontology terms necessarily diverges from the syntax used for expressing the same facts in natural language. The RDF-schema regularizes this syntax substantially, but it is still generally the case that RDF syntax plus the list of terms in the ontology underdetermine how any given fact should be translated from natural language into an expression using the ontology's controlled vocabulary. An important function of axioms in ontologies is to provide a schematic suggestion of how this should be done. Thus, axioms complement textual definitions in contributing cognitively towards regularizing users' employment of terms. For example, the axiom 'is about some document' in one of the axioms specifying the term abstract in the Information Artifact Ontology (IAO) tells us that the relation expressed by the verb to summarize in natural language is expressed at the logical level by the is about relation that is part of the controlled vocabulary of the ontology (see annotations in blue in Figure 2).

IV. CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN TEXTUAL AND LOGICAL DEFINITIONS

As we have seen, axioms and textual definitions have overlapping and complementary functions. Hereafter, we examine how they contribute to conveying the intended meaning of terms. We compare and discuss some examples in the biomedical domain to show how these different forms relate. The examples will show what kinds of issues or inconsistencies can be identified by these comparisons; they reveal at least five types of correspondences. We also give some recommendations as to how to improve both the textual definitions and the related axioms. For sake of readability, we will illustrate the cases with screenshots of the ontology editor Protégé.

A. General recommendation

Based on the identified functions for textual definitions and axioms, we make the following general recommendation: textual definitions should contain content analogous to what is expressed in the axioms, i.e., descriptive content that motivates the logical axioms. The expressions used in natural language may however be more idiomatic than the ontology vocabulary (e.g., the expression inheres_in is not very natural). Any complementary information that is deemed useful for understanding the intended meaning of the term but which cannot be included in the axioms should be systematically asserted using other annotation properties.

B. Exact correspondence

Figure 3 shows that the parts of the textual definition of dead-end host in IDO correspond exactly to the logical definition by necessary and sufficient conditions. The only difference is in the natural language expression (bearing) used for the has role ontological relation — perhaps to avoid the seemingly redundant use of 'role twice. Here, the logical part is useful to fix the intended meaning of the natural language expression.

C. Structural correspondence but more specific content in textual definitions than in axioms

Figure 1 shows that both differentia of the textual definition of the IDO term amebiasis contain information of the type expressed in the subclass axioms inherited from the parent class infection (see annotations in blue). However, the content conveyed by the parts of the textual definition of amebiasis are more specific than the properties and classes expressed in the axiom; they are subproperties of the relations and subclasses of the relata in the axiom.

If these inherited parts are relevant for distinguishing all the subclasses, then all textual definitions at that subclass level should include that kind of information with the specific content that actually distinguishes each entity at that level. If the comparison reveals a match of logical and textual parts at the level of inherited logical parts, this might be a sign that
the entity lacks an available subclass axiom. If this is the case, the textual definition can be used as a basis for creating the missing axioms.

We thus recommend that more specific axioms be added whenever the ontology has the resources to include them, i.e., if the terms are defined elsewhere in the ontology. For example, the axioms specifying the IDO term *antiseptic role* in Figure 4 could be completed as follows:

```plaintext
subClassOf
realized_by only has_participant
some (anatomical entity and part_of some organism)
```

### D. Incomplete textual definitions

Figure 2 shows that the axiom specifying the term *abstract* in the IAO contains the information ‘document part’ which is absent from the textual definition.

We recommend that the textual definition be completed with this information.

### E. Missing axioms

Figure 4 shows that the last part of the textual definition of the IDO term *antiseptic role* does not correspond to any logical part (see annotations in green). However, this more specific differentia serves to distinguish the defined term from (1) *antimicrobial disposition*, which has the same subclass axiom (in blue), and (2) the sibling term *disinfectant role* which is specified by exactly the same axioms. It would therefore be useful to have an axiom that allows these three terms to be logically distinguished.

Here again, we recommend that the axiom be added whenever the ontology has the resources to include the missing axiom.

### F. Redundant parts of axioms or definitions

Logical parts may contain axioms specifying other terms.

Figure 4 shows that part of the axioms specified for *antiseptic role* in IDO correspond to:

- the subclass axioms specifying the term ‘antimicrobial’ — the ‘material entity’ (see annotations in red);
- the subclass axioms specifying the term ‘antimicrobial disposition’ (see annotations in blue).

This should not be a problem at the logical level, since the inferences that are made based on the logical expressions end up being the same.

We recommend nevertheless that the axiom be simplified by using the terms that are specified by those axioms. For example, in this example, the first part of the axiom

```plaintext
(inherits_in some
 (‘material entity’
 and (has_disposition
 some ‘antimicrobial disposition’)))
```

can be replaced by the following simpler expression:

```
inherits_in some ‘antimicrobial’
```
In a textual definition, this amounts to defining another term within the definition of the defined term, as can be seen in the first differentia of the example (in red), which contains the definition of antimicrobial. This lacks conciseness and is generally considered bad practice (see for example [4, 28]). It unnecessarily overloads the contents of the definition — imagine if each term of a definition was replaced by its definition. More importantly, the reader might not recognize that it is the definition of another term and fail to link the defined term with that other one.

We thus recommend that whenever a textual definition contains the definition of another term from the same ontology or an imported ontology, this sub-definition be replaced by the corresponding term. In this example, the differentia borne by a material entity in virtue of the fact that it has an antimicrobial disposition should be replaced by borne by an antimicrobial. If the reader does not know the term used in the definition, she can (in principle) look it up in the ontology. A system of hyperlinks should also be provided for easier access, as it is done in electronic dictionaries and in the axioms.

V. USING THE CORRESPONDENCES TO HELP IN DEFINITION CHECKING

In ontologies that use semi-automated systems to create the logical and the corresponding textual definitions, such as TermGenie\(^4\), both definition forms are expected to be reasonably consistent. However, when definitions are hand-crafted or imported from other sources, such as other ontologies or, for example, from Wikipedia, various kinds of errors or inconsistencies can creep in, as discussed above. Identifying these problems manually is less rigorous if no guidelines are provided.

To increase reliability of definition-content checking, we propose a method that could be implemented in a computer program to assist ontology editors/curators in carrying out this task in a systematic way. This method can also be used as a guide to manual identification of issues in definitions.

The method consists in the following steps:

1) Determine whether any of the terms from either the ontology that is being checked or the imported ontologies appear in the textual definitions.

\(^4\)TermGenie is used for creating definitions in the Gene Ontology (GO), (http://go.termgenie.org).
2) Get the taxonomic hierarchy of the matched terms to the top level.
3) Determine whether any of the terms in this hierarchy corresponds to one of the relata in the axioms.
4) If no correspondence is found between terms in the textual definition and terms in the axioms, look for a correspondence between the relations expressed in the differentiae of the textual definition and the object properties in the axioms. This can also be done by taking into account the hierarchy of object properties (if available).
5) If matches are found, tag the corresponding part of the textual definition with the corresponding relation–relatum pair (the tagging could supplement the textual definitions with hyperlinks to the entries of the terms and relations used in the definition).
6) If mismatches of this kind are identified, manually correct, modify or complete either the textual definition or the axioms, or both according to the recommendations put forward in this paper.

The proposed method may raise some implementation challenges. For example, the first and fourth steps require natural language processing (NLP) methods to correctly identify existing terms and relations in the textual definition. This involves using methods to find inexact matches, for example, plural forms of terms and partial matches, as when only the head of a complex term is used. Matching ontology relations to natural language expressions can also be challenging, as there can be several ways to express a single ontological relation. A solution for relation identification that also involves NLP methods would be analyzing large amounts of definitions in which each part is matched to the corresponding ontological relation to identify the different corresponding expressions. This solution might reveal domain-specific expressions for the more general ontological relations.

VI. OTHER USEFUL WAYS OF CHECKING THE CONTENTS OF TEXTUAL DEFINITIONS

In ontologies, definitions should include only necessary conditions that have the classical all-some form. Thus, they should avoid:

- Particularizing expressions such as for example, especially, in particular, i.e., such as, . . . , and punctuation signs such as parentheses and colons. Sometimes, differentia may contain hidden examples that should also be avoided, as in the definition of leukocyte above which states found in blood or other tissue. Here, the specification blood is superfluous since it is included in a conjunction of which the other conjunct is its superclass.
- Overly generalizing expressions such as etc., in general, normally, . . . , and disjunctions, as these are linguistic markers of conditions that are not necessary.

Although particularizing and generalizing expressions can be useful for a better understanding of the term (as in example (a) above). These kinds of information should be asserted using other annotation properties.

Futhermore, textual definitions should not contain definitions of other terms, as in the definition of antiseptic role examined above (Figure 4). Thus, they should avoid:

- Punctuation signs such as parentheses and colons which are also a sign of new definitions.
- Expressions introducing new information such as i.e., that is, . . .

The content-related issues presented in this section can be automatically checked with a simple rule-based program that uses, for example, lexico-syntactic patterns. This kind of program can also be used for checking the conformity of the surface form of the definitions to the editorial line of the ontology (if any) [5].

In addition to these ontology-specific recommendations, terminological manuals and guidelines state a number of other general principles and recommendations relating to definition writing [4], [6]–[8].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this communication, we showed through examples that the defining practices in the ontology world lack systematic principles and theory. To fill this gap, we presented some background on textual definitions and axioms in ontologies from the terminologist’s and logician’s viewpoint, emphasizing their overlapping and complementary functions.

Based on a discussion of various kinds of correspondences between the parts of textual definitions and axioms, we put forward two primary recommendations to improve the contents of both textual definitions and axioms:

- Textual definitions and axioms should, whenever possible, represent the same content. As we hope our examples have indicated, it is frequently possible to do this with the resources of the ontology.
- Neither textual definitions nor axioms should include content that defines another term in the same ontology.

Finally, we proposed an implementable procedure to help systematize content-checking of textual and logical definitions in ontologies.
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Abstract—The terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ have proven difficult to define and represent in a biomedical ontology. Medical professionals use ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ to refer to medically relevant information about patients; however, they do not agree on the definitions. In particular, while medical professionals agree that there is an important distinction between signs and symptoms, they do not agree on the precise nature of this distinction. It is unsurprising then that attempts to provide ontological representations of these entities have repeatedly fallen short. As an added complication, a variety of entities—including material entities, qualities, and processes—may reasonably be understood as signs or symptoms. Thus, the ontological nature of a sign or symptom raises many questions about the meanings and proper use of these terms. We discuss specific challenges to defining ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’, identify essential features of these entities, explore the ontological implications of existing definitions, and propose our own definitions. We evaluate several competing ontological representations and present our proposed representation within the framework of the Ontology for General Medical Science. The proposed representation of sign and symptom is ontologically sound, provides precise definitions of each term, and enables users to easily create customized groups of signs and symptoms. Our experience highlights general issues about developing definitions in ontologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clinicians and other medical professionals regularly use the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ to refer to medically relevant information about patients. Yet, the use of these terms is often imprecise, inconsistent, or both. This is due, in part, to the tendency to use these terms loosely. For example, by broadly referring to both signs and symptoms as symptoms [1]. As a further complication, many medical texts—including those dedicated to the study of signs and symptoms—fail to provide even preliminary definitions for these terms [2, 3]. When definitions are provided, they are not always consistent with one another. See TABLE I for a list of definitions.

Comparison of lists of signs and symptoms that are presented in the absence of definitions reveals numerous potentially inconsistent applications of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’. According to [2], examples of symptoms include: fatigue, dizziness, fever, headache, insomnia, lymphadenopathy, night sweats, muscle weakness, weight gain, weight loss, pain, nausea, bloating, itching, sore throat, hearing loss, diarrhea, constipation, confusion, memory loss, tremor, anxiety, cough, and jaundice. According to [1], examples of signs include: jaundice, swollen joints, and cardiac murmurs. According to [4], examples of vital signs include: temperature, respirations, pulse, and blood pressure. Notice that jaundice appears on both a list of symptoms and on a list of signs. While some definitions of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ allow certain features of the patient to be both a sign and a symptom, others do not. Additionally, which features can be both a sign and a symptom can change based on which definition is used.

Representing sign and symptom in an ontology is an ideal means by which to enforce their precise definitions and encourage their consistent application. At the same time, it emphasizes the importance of these terms to the medical community. Our goal is to precisely define the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ and to provide sound ontological representations of these entities. In doing so, we hope that our experience will serve as a primer on some of the challenges involved in developing rigorous definitions in ontologies.

II. METHODS

There are theoretical concerns regarding definition formation that must be considered prior to an attempt to define a term or set of terms. Definition formation is goal-driven and, as such, there are certain desiderata for what typically constitutes a “good” definition. These desiderata often depend on the type of definition one is seeking to provide as well as on the field one is working in [5, 6]. Nonetheless, we can identify certain desiderata that should hold irrespective of these concerns. In general, definitions ought to be: a) sufficiently inclusive so as to include or capture all of the actual instances of their definens, b) sufficiently exclusive so as to exclude or discount all of the instances that are not their definens, and c) informative enough to impart information to the audience [7]. We acknowledge that many groups may require additional desiderata. The considerations listed here are minimal desiderata for definitions.

There is also an issue of conceptual priority underpinning our process. Since we acknowledge that there are general desiderata for definitions before we engage in analysis of the current literature, these concerns are conceptually prior to any considerations discovered in the process of evaluating existing efforts. We also acknowledge that there may emerge more desiderata for specific definitions or types of definitions as a result of the evaluation of a set of attempted definitions. These should also be considered when determining whether a definition is adequate. For example, if a definition meets the three initial desiderata listed above but is criticized for obscurity or inconsistency with dominant views expressed in the literature, then one should seek to find a consistent and
TABLE I. DEFINITIONS OF ‘SIGN’ AND ‘SYMPTOM’ FROM THE MEDICAL LITERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition of ‘sign’</th>
<th>Definition of ‘symptom’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MedlinePlus</td>
<td>An objective evidence of disease especially as observed and interpreted by the physician rather than by the patient or lay observer.</td>
<td>Subjective evidence of disease or physical disturbance observed by the patient; broadly: something that indicates the presence of a physical disorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Free Dictionary</td>
<td>A body manifestation, usually detected on physical examination or through laboratory tests or x-rays, that indicates the presence of abnormality or disease.</td>
<td>A sign or an indication of disorder or disease, especially when experienced by an individual as a change from normal function, sensation, or appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MediLexicon</td>
<td>Any abnormality indicative of disease, discoverable on examination of the patient; an objective indication of disease.</td>
<td>Any morbid phenomenon or departure from the normal in structure, function, or sensation, experienced by the patient and indicative of disease, a subjective indication of disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MedicineNet</td>
<td>Any objective evidence of disease. It is evidence that can be recognized by the patient, physician, nurse, or someone else.</td>
<td>Any subjective evidence of disease; only the patient can perceive them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards an Ontology of Pain [20]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs and Symptoms: Applied Pathologic Physiology and Clinical Interpretation [1]</td>
<td>Signs are detectable by another person and sometimes by the patient himself.</td>
<td>(a) As broadly and generally employed, the word symptom is used to name any manifestation of disease. (b) Strictly speaking, symptoms are subjective, apparent only to the affected person. (c) In ordinary clinical usage, the term symptom refers to what the patient experiences and reports as manifestations of illness. Thus, symptoms are subjective (psychological) in the sense that the patient can report only that of which he is aware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook of Diagnostic Medicine [24]</td>
<td>As opposed to revealing symptoms, physical examination reveals information that is comparatively more objective, measurable, and reproducible.</td>
<td>Symptoms are clinical manifestations of the disorder of organs or systems as experienced by patients. Symptoms are subjective and often difficult to quantify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational Diagnosis and Treatment: Evidence-based Clinical Decision-making [25]</td>
<td>(a) Physical signs comprise all those observations which are made by the doctor during the physical examination. (b) Some of the recorded ‘signs’ fall into a special group: provoked symptoms. They are subjective symptoms which are only noticed by the patient during the physical examination.</td>
<td>(a) Subjective symptoms are the sensations noted by the patient and the patient’s mood. (b) Objective symptoms are observations made by the patient or the relatives concerning the patient’s body and its products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mosby Medical Encyclopedia [26]</td>
<td>Something seen by an examiner. Many signs go along with symptoms, as bumps and rashes are often seen when a patient complains of itching.</td>
<td>Something felt or noticed by the patient that can help to detect a disease or disorder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

non-obscure definition; thus adding to our initial set of desiderata. Considerations such as these are not universal for definitions as they are relative to a community or sub-community. In contrast to general desiderata, let us call these subject-specific desiderata. Both general and subject-specific desiderata should be considered equally when determining the success of a definition or set of definitions [8].

Sources for the definitions of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ were gathered by performing a literature review. The literature review drew primarily from medical dictionaries and medical texts—especially those whose asserted focus is on signs or symptoms. These texts typically discussed the diagnostic process, clinical encounters, identification of diseases, or lists of signs and symptoms based on their relative importance and possible etiology. It is notable that many texts failed to provide definitions of either ‘sign’ or ‘symptom’ and thereby implicitly presumed familiarity on the part of their readers with the meanings of these terms. We compiled a list of available definitions and present a representative selection in TABLE I.

Biomedical ontologies that represent signs or symptoms were identified by performing queries in BioPortal for the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ [9]. Each search result was screened to identify and eliminate ontologies that returned inappropriate matches. The remaining results were reviewed to identify and set aside ontologies that reused the relevant term from another ontology. Finally, we recorded the representations and definitions of sign and symptom in each remaining ontology. TABLE II displays the pertinent information for each ontology that provides a unique definition for at least one of these terms.

At the time of our research, querying the term ‘symptom’ returned 30 results in BioPortal. 9 results were screened out as irrelevant to our project. Of the remaining 21 results, 8 projects reused the symptom class from another ontology. Of the remaining 13 ontologies, only 6 provide a definition of ‘symptom’. 2 projects, the Translational Medicine Ontology (TMO) and the Ontology for General Medical Science (OGMS), use the same source and therefore give identical definitions [10]. This leaves 5 ontologies that uniquely define ‘symptom’. Querying the term ‘sign’ returned 21 results in BioPortal. 8 results were screened out as irrelevant to our project. Of the remaining 13 results, 5 projects reused the sign class from another ontology. Of the remaining 8 ontologies, only 4 provide a definition of ‘sign’. Again, TMO and OGMS give identical definitions. This leaves 3 ontologies that uniquely define ‘sign’.

Of the 8 reuses of ‘symptom’ and 5 reuses of ‘sign’, OGMS:‘symptom’ is reused by 5 ontologies and OGMS:‘sign’
is reused by 3 ontologies, which makes OGMS the most widely reused source of both classes. The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) has the second most reuses. SNOMED CT boasts a massive medical terminology with over 300,000 classes and is designed for the primary purpose of improving Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [11]. In contrast, OGMS is a small mid-level ontology that is compliant with the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) and is designed to be easily imported and used by other biomedical ontologies [12, 13]. While SNOMED CT currently has more end users, there are reasons to doubt that it has the logical capacity to meaningfully assist in automated reasoning over its classes [14]. Thus, OGMS’s versatility and compatibility with other biomedical ontologies makes it better suited to enable term reuse and is the best candidate ontology for hosting the representations of sign and symptom. For these reasons, we focus on the representation of these entities within the OGMS framework.

Following OGMS and BFO, we employ the methodology of ontological realism in developing our representations of sign and symptom [15]. According to ontological realism, when developing an ontology, the goal is to identify the sorts of entities that exist in reality and then represent them according to the best current scientific understanding. We are committed to upholding the OBO (Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies) Foundry principles for best practices in ontology development [8]. In particular, we adhere to the principles of avoiding redundancy, exploiting compositionality, and using common architecture [16, 17]. The existence of at least 13 distinct representations of symptom and 8 distinct representations of sign in ontologies available through BioPortal creates redundancy and multiple architectures. Making OGMS the sole host of sign and symptom respects these OBO Foundry principles. Our proposed representations exploit compositionality by using existing terms from multiple ontologies to define ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’.

III. RESULTS

Examination of particular signs and symptoms reveals that, taken as a whole, they are not instances of a single universal. That is, sign and symptom are not natural kinds. Rather, instances of each group are comprised of a variety of types of entities including material entities, processual entities, and qualities. Adherence to ontological realism therefore requires that sign and symptom not be asserted as named universal classes in an ontology.

Our solution is to introduce relations to connect entities that can be a sign, symptom, or, in some cases, both to the diseases, disorders, or syndromes that they are a sign or symptom of. Given the frequent use of the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ in non-clinical settings, we chose to use the terms ‘clinical sign’ and ‘clinical symptom’. In addition to reducing confusion, the use of specialized terms emphasizes the need for specialized definitions and can reduce objections to the definitions’ potentially counter-intuitive entailments. Hence, we propose the relations ‘is clinical sign of’ and ‘is clinical symptom of’ as subtypes of the Information Artifact Ontology’s ‘is about’ object property, which relates an information artifact to an entity. We define these relations as follows:

**is clinical symptom of** \(=_{df} \) X is a symptom of Y if and only if: (i) X is a clinical finding about a patient that is reported by a patient, family member, caretaker, or other non-medical professional; (ii) Y is a disease, disorder, or syndrome; and (iii) X is hypothesized by a clinician to be of clinical significance to Y.

**is clinical sign of** \(=_{df} \) X is a sign of Y if and only if: (i) X is a clinical finding about a patient that is observed by a clinician or reported by another medical professional; (ii) Y is a disease, disorder, or syndrome; and (iii) X is hypothesized by a clinician to be of clinical significance to Y.

While we contend that these relations most accurately represent the meanings of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’, users may find it desirable to have named classes. Named classes make it easier to annotate terms and to identify and compose lists of entities of interest. Adoption of our relational approach does not necessitate a loss of functionality. Anonymous defined classes (ADCs) can be created for this purpose [18, 19]. Unlike a named class, an ADC need not represent a natural kind. Thus, ADCs can be constructed to represent just those entities that ontology users are interested in. For example, if a user wants to query her ontology for a list of all clinical signs, she can create an anonymous class defined as ('clinical finding' and ('is clinical sign of' some (disease or disorder or syndrome))).
This approach can be used to generate lists of signs, symptoms, or both that are hypothesized to be of significance to specific diseases, disorders, or syndromes. For example, a user who is only interested in symptoms of cardiovascular disease can create an anonymous class defined as ‘(clinical finding and ‘is clinical symptom of’ some ‘cardiovascular disease’). If an ADC is of particular value to the user, it can be given a name—such as ‘clinical sign’ or ‘clinical symptom of cardiovascular disease’. Naming an ADC produces a named defined class. Although a named defined class need not be a universal type, users can interact with it in much the same way that they interact with named universal classes. In this way, our representations of sign and symptom can accommodate the diversity of users’ needs.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Defining ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’

The definitions in TABLE I suggest the adoption of one of the following criteria for distinguishing signs from symptoms:

1. Who reported or observed the phenomenon.
2. Whether the patient or the clinician reported or observed the phenomenon.
3. Who is capable, at least in theory, of observing or experiencing the phenomenon.

The first distinction can, but need not, allow persons other than the patient to observe and report the patient’s symptoms. The second distinction limits symptoms to only those things the patient observes and reports. Both distinctions allow certain features of patients to be both signs and symptoms.

“The distinction between symptoms and signs is frequently unclear. For instance, jaundice may be a symptom that brings the patient to the physician, but it is also a sign visible to the clinician. […] Vomiting, although it can be witnessed, is more often a symptom, while tenderness, although it may be noted by the patient, is a sign that can be elicited by the examiner.” [4]

The third distinction makes a stronger claim. According to this distinction, signs can, at least in theory, be observed by more than one person, but symptoms can only ever be observed by the patient [20]. Thus, nothing can be both a sign and a symptom. What is essential is who could have observed the feature, not who actually observed or reported it.

Yet, an historically compelling reason for creating and continuing to use the sign/symptom distinction is that observations made by medical professionals are, as a whole, typically considered to be more reliable than reports made by the patient, a family member, or someone who is not trained in medicine [4]. Thus, while the third distinction is prima facie ontologically superior because it does not allow the same feature of the patient to be both a sign and a symptom, it fails to account for the primary motivation for making the distinction. More significantly, the third account relies on a distinction between objectivity and subjectivity that may be metaphysically untenable.

Consider pain. Pain is arguably the archetypical symptom because, while people can observe behavioral cues and then infer that another individual is in pain, only that individual can definitively say whether he or she is experiencing pain. Yet, neuroscientists have made incredible progress both in imaging the human brain and in mapping specific functions to specific areas of the brain [21]. In some cases, such as neurons in the hippocampus called place cells, precise locations of specific memories have been identified [22, 23]. Thus, it is becoming increasingly plausible that neuroscientists will eventually be able to objectively observe pain and other features of the patient. If this is possible, then, according to the third distinction, pain and other archetypical symptoms are—and always have been—signs. For this reason, we reject the third distinction in favor of an account of sign and symptom based on who reported the feature.

This leaves either the first or the second proposal. The second distinction is more restrictive since only the patient can report a symptom. If signs are similarly restricted to reports made by clinicians, then observations reported by a family member, caretaker, or other non-clinician fall outside the range of signs and symptoms. One implication of this is that, while a parent can report observations about his or her child and a doctor can use these reports to aid in diagnosing the child, a parent cannot report his or her child’s symptoms. Rejecting the second distinction and allowing non-clinicians to report symptoms avoids this oddity while preserving the initial motivation for the sign/symptom distinction. On the resulting view, symptoms are reports about the patient’s health made by a non-clinician; signs are reports about the patient’s health made by a clinician. This can be refined to allow reports made by certain non-clinicians, namely those persons who play related medical roles, to report signs. Indentifying what these roles are, who has them, and in what settings they are realized are important issues that we set aside for the purposes of this paper.

Having distinguished signs from symptoms, it remains to distinguish them from other entities. We contend that an essential criterion of both signs and symptoms is that they be hypothesized to be clinically significant. A competing view is that signs and symptoms are clinically significant regardless whether anyone ever hypothesizes them to be so. We reject this view because we take signs and symptoms to have an important epistemic component. That is, something cannot be a sign or symptom unless it is known by someone. For example, a genetic mutation may be the material basis of a particular genetic disease, but it is not a sign of that disease until a test has detected the presence of the mutation and a qualified professional has interpreted the test results. Prior to that, the genetic mutation is simply a disorder. The epistemic component of signs and symptoms is due to the social construction of clinical settings. Determining clinical significance requires interpretation by clinicians. Furthermore, clinicians use signs and symptoms as part of the diagnostic process—the goal of which is to arrive at a diagnosis, which is a hypothesis about the patient’s health. Hence, it would be a mistake to divorce signs and symptoms from their clinical interpretation.

It is a further question whether the role of the person who formulates the hypothesis of clinical significance matters. There are three plausible answers:

(i) It does not matter who hypothesizes the feature to be of clinical significance as long as someone does.
(ii) It only matters whether the person who reported the feature hypothesizes that it is clinically significant.
(iii) It only matters whether the clinician hypothesizes that the feature is clinically significant.

We reject (ii) because it entails that, if a patient reports something but fails to postulate that it is important, it is not a symptom. This is true even if the clinician correctly identifies the reported feature as important. We reject (i) because it permits too many things to be signs or symptoms. For example, any observation a clinician makes about a patient, regardless of its relevance to the patient’s health, can become a sign simply because another person hypothesizes that it is clinically significant.

Option (iii) has its own potentially counter-intuitive consequences because it ignores patients’ hypotheses. This entails that only reports made within a clinical setting can be signs or symptoms. Nonetheless, we endorse (iii) for several reasons. First, clinicians are in a privileged position to identify which features of a patient are clinically significant. Their knowledge and experience prevents a lot of irrelevant information from being misidentified as significant and limits the likelihood that something significant will be overlooked.

Second, the social nature of signs and symptoms is important. The clinician role is a special social entity that endows its bearer with the power to medically diagnose patients within a clinical setting. This is similar to how only a judge has the authority to sentence a defendant within an appropriate legal setting. Furthermore, since signs and symptoms are used to diagnose patients and determine treatment plans, they are only needed within a clinical setting. This does not, however, prevent people from using the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ in a very broad manner to refer to any number of things; however, the general application of these terms is technically incorrect and any meaning that is conveyed is derivative of their proper clinical usage. The prevalence of non-clinical applications of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ is ample reason to prefer the use of ‘clinical sign’ and ‘clinical symptom’ in order to avoid confusions of this sort. Once the terminological confusion is eliminated and the importance of the clinical setting is emphasized, we contend that the initial counter-intuitiveness of (iii) becomes negligible. Thus, we conclude that a health feature of a patient is only a sign or symptom if it is hypothesized by a clinician to be of clinical significance.

B. Representing Sign and Symptom

Recall from TABLE II that the Ontology for General Medical Science (OGMS) defines ‘sign’ as “A quality of a patient, a material entity that is part of a patient, or a processual entity that a patient participates in, any one of which is observed in a physical examination and is deemed by the clinician to be of clinical significance.” OGMS defines ‘symptom’ as “A quality of a patient that is observed by the patient or a processual entity experienced by the patient, either of which is hypothesized by the patient to be a realization of a disease.”

These definitions raise several issues. First, they allow material entities to be signs but not symptoms. If this is due to acceptance of the subjective/objective distinction, it has not been fully implemented because these definitions are consistent with a quality or processual entity being both a sign and a symptom. Yet, if the subjective/objective distinction is not being employed, it is unclear why material entities, such as a rash or abnormal lump, cannot be symptoms. Second, it is not explicit whether being “deemed… to be of clinical significance” is the same as being “hypothesized… to be the realization of a disease”. Third, OGMS is built using the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), which states that qualities are not realizable entities. So OGMS’s definition of ‘symptom’ is incorrect. Finally, and most significantly, these definitions combine fundamentally different types of entities. Qualities are dependent continuants, material entities are independent continuants, and processes are occurrences. As a result, these classes do not fit within BFO’s representational structure. Hence, they are defined classes and are represented as direct subtypes of ‘entity’.

The current representations of sign and symptom in OGMS limits what can be axiomatically asserted of these classes because anything that is asserted must hold for qualities, material entities, and processes. This means that not even the most fundamental relations, for example ‘inheres in’, ‘bearer of’, or ‘realizes’, can be asserted of either class. While this does not prevent simple annotation using these terms and these relations can still be asserted at the instance level, it severely limits the automatic reasoning power of any system that uses these OGMS terms. This undermines one of the major advantages of using an ontology. The problem is compounded because the meaning of many other OGMS terms depends on a clear account of sign and symptom. These include: syndrome, treatment, acute disease course, clinical picture, and clinical history.

Before presenting the reasoning for our representations of sign and symptom, we present four alternative representations and briefly discuss why each one should be rejected. First, eliminate ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ from OGMS. Everything that is currently a sign or symptom could instead be represented as a clinical finding. This would require the redefinition of other OGMS terms that explicitly refer to signs and symptoms, which might lead to further difficulties. More importantly, it is highly unlikely that the medical community would accept the elimination of ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’. So, even if the distinguishing characteristics of signs and symptoms were incorporated in OGMS using logical definitions to preserve important information about these clinical findings, this representation would fail to satisfy the desires of the ontology’s intended user base. Nonetheless, of the four alternatives discussed here, this solution is ontologically superior because, unlike the others, it is ontologically self-consistent. Readers who are ultimately left with the sense that ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ are overly confused or possibly indefinable, may be inclined to endorse this solution.

Second, make ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ roles. These roles may be played either by clinical findings or by qualities, processes, or material entities. Both representations fail because BFO does not permit qualities, processes, or dependent continuants to be the bearers of roles. Even if these entities were permitted to bear roles, this solution would create the logistical challenge of constructing a particular role for each disease, syndrome, and disorder. It is not sufficient to simply create the roles ‘sign of’ and ‘symptom of’ because each role is specific to the particular disease, disorder, or syndrome it is a sign or symptom of. Thus, the ontology would have to include
thousands of roles (e.g., ‘sign of Alzheimer’s disease’, ‘sign of heart attack’, ‘sign of influenza’, etc.), which is not an ontologically parsimonious solution.

Third, make ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ subtypes of ‘clinical finding’. Yet, a clinical finding becomes a sign or symptom once it has been hypothesized to be of clinical significance to a particular disease, disorder, or syndrome. Thus, this solution permits clinical findings to shift their type simply because a clinician makes a hypothesis about it. This sort of type shifting is especially ontologically vicious because the “change” that occurs involves no change in the clinical finding itself. While a role can be acquired or lost without a corresponding change in its bearer, gaining or losing a role does not change the type of entity that its bearer is. Thus, this solution should be rejected.

Fourth, make ‘sign’ and ‘symptom’ relations between qualities, processes, or material entities and the diseases, syndromes, or disorders they are hypothesized to be of clinical relevance to. It is unclear that these relations are needed since more explicit relations already exist to connect these entities to their respective diseases, disorders, or syndromes. Pathological processes, such as tremors, are part of the disease course that realizes the disease. Pathological qualities, such as an elevated temperature, inhere in the patient as a result of certain pathological processes. Pathological material entities are part of the patient and can be a manifestation of the disease, such as a rash, or part of its material basis, such as neurofibrillary tangles. Furthermore, this solution is incompatible with the absence of a feature being a sign or symptom. For example, hyporeflexia, the lack of a deep tendon reflex, can be a sign of neuromuscular disease. Thus, material entities, qualities, and processes do not exhaust the domain of signs and symptoms.

Our solution is to represent sign and symptom as relations between clinical findings and the illnesses they are hypothesized to be of clinical relevance to. The result is X ‘is sign of’ Y and X ‘is symptom of’ Y where the domain X is a clinical finding and the range Y is a disease, disorder, or syndrome. These relations specify the nature of aboutness that holds between certain clinical findings and certain diseases, disorders, and syndromes. Which relationship is used depends on the role played by the person who reported the finding. Clinical findings reported by the patient, the patient’s family, or another non-clinician are potential symptoms. Clinical findings reported by a clinician are potential signs. In both cases, only findings hypothesized by a clinician to be of clinical significance to a disease, disorder, or syndrome will have one of these relations.

While laboratory tests, imaging techniques, and other medical procedures can provide diagnostically valuable clinical findings, they often are not performed by a clinician. Thus, it is necessary to allow the medical professionals who perform these procedures to report findings that may be hypothesized by a clinician to be signs. Additionally, while patients and non-clinician medical professionals must report their observations in order for them to be symptoms or signs, observations made by a clinician do not need to be reported in order to be signs. This is because a clinician must be informed about observations made by others in order to hypothesize that they are clinically significant, but does not need to report his own findings in order to hypothesize about them. If the clinician does not report his finding, the clinical finding is the clinician’s mental representation. Thus, both features of the patient observed by a clinician and clinical findings about the patient that are reported by a medical professional can be signs.

Note that our representation is capable of handling cases where nonexistent entities are signs or symptoms. While there are no nonexistent entities, there can be a clinical finding about a feature that is not present. This clinical finding can then be hypothesized to be of clinical significance. In the case of hyporeflexia, the clinical finding would be the observation or report that no reflex occurred.

One might object that, unlike the subjective/objective distinction for sign and symptom, our representation fails because it permits a single feature of a patient to be both a sign and a symptom. If this were the case, it would mean that our definitions are too inclusive. This could lead to confusion and violate ontology best practices. On our account, the same clinical finding cannot have both the ‘is clinical sign of’ and the ‘is clinical symptom of’ relations. This is because only those clinical findings that are reported by a patient or non-medical professional can have the ‘is clinical symptom of’ relation. Similarly, only those clinical findings that are observed by a clinician or reported by an appropriate medical professional can have the ‘is clinical sign of’ relation. Thus, while there can be two findings about the same feature of a particular patient, no single finding can be both a sign and a symptom.

What happens if the patient or family member who reports a clinical finding is a clinician? Can such reports be both a sign and a symptom? The answer depends on which conditions one accepts for the realization of a clinician role. It is reasonable to assert that a clinician role can only be realized in the context of a clinical encounter. It is a further question whether an individual can play both a patient role and a clinician role in a single clinical encounter. Since the clinician role is a social construct, limitations—such as prohibiting a doctor from diagnosing or treating himself—can easily be asserted to resolve this dilemma. Another solution would be to allow clinicians to self-diagnose, but assert that the clinician role takes priority over the patient role with regard to clinical findings. Thus, clinical findings made during these encounters would always be either a clinical sign or just a clinical finding. The precise explication of this scenario is left open for further debate.

Finally, one might object that our proposed definitions are overly strict because they exclude prognostic signs from being clinical signs. Prognostic signs are signs that are indicative of the patient’s health outcome. These signs assist clinicians in determining a patient’s likelihood of survival, recovery time, or possible loss of physical ability or mental functioning. This is opposed to diagnostic signs, which are indicative of the nature of the patient’s illness. If—as our definition of ‘is clinical sign of’ requires—some prognostic signs are not about a disease, disorder, or syndrome, then not all prognostic signs are clinical signs and our definition is too restrictive.

There are several things to consider here. First, even if prognostic signs cannot always be understood as clinical signs, this may be due to prognostic signs and diagnostic signs being distinct types of signs. If this is the case, then the mistake may lie in grouping two distinct kinds of clinical findings together
as a single thing. Second, our definition permits clinical signs to be signs of disorders or syndromes as well as of diseases. It is plausible that most, if not all, prognostic signs are signs of disorders. For example, a death rattle is a prognostic sign of imminent death, but it is also a clinical sign of the buildup of fluid in the throat and upper chest, which can be understood as a syndrome and is the result of a disorder. Similarly, a clinician may determine that a gunshot victim will make a full recovery based on observing that the bullet missed all major organs and arteries. The wound is a disorder and it is based on this clinical finding that the clinician is able to make a prognosis. Thus, according to our definition, all prognostic signs are clinical signs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an ontologically sound representation of sign and symptom and developed precise definitions for relations that capture the meaning of each term. This is important for the biomedical community because it unifies the representation of two commonly used terms while providing a clear delineation of their instances that does not allow for confusing overlap between their members. Furthermore, our representation enables the easy formulaic creation of customized groups of signs and symptoms in order to identify information relevant to each user’s needs. This is, perhaps, the most significant contribution our work provides to the biomedical ontologies community.

Our experience in developing this account of signs and symptoms is indicative of general issues that can arise when developing definitions in ontologies. For example, when the ontological representation requires a more restrictive definition than the colloquial definition, it is advisable to create a special label for the entity (e.g., ‘clinical sign’ instead of ‘sign’ and ‘clinical symptom’ instead of ‘symptom’). Changing the label reduces the risk of confusion as well as the risk that the specialized definition will elicit resistance from users familiar with the old term. Ontology development is typically a descriptive exercise in representing entities such that the ontology is made to conform to our understanding of the world; however, our experience here has shown that the direction of fit can operate in reverse. This occurs when the only ontologically sound means of representing the entities in question requires changing our everyday understanding of the meaning of those terms. In these cases, the ontological definition should be used to prescriptively enforce a new, more precise, use of the term.
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Abstract — Background: the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) publishes since 1986 a relatively frequently updated list of pain terms with corresponding definitions and clarificatory notes currently known as the ‘IASP Taxonomy’. The last update, i.e. the May 2012 version of this taxonomy, was subjected to an analysis with the goal to assess whether the definitions of the IASP terms that are used to describe findings of somatosensory testing and pain assessment satisfy the conditions for these terms to become part of a realism-based ontology. Results: the taxonomy was found to be built on definitions that are not in every case based on necessary and sufficient conditions, nor satisfy the single inheritance principle for realism-based ontologies. Furthermore, although the documentation about introduced changes provided by the IASP makes it clear that the terminology authors tried to solve ambiguities and unclarities present in previous versions, they did not succeed completely and introduced even some inconsistencies. The analysis demonstrates that the main cause for this is not the choice of differentiating characteristics, but rather insufficient attention to the wide variability in stimulus/response combinations that these characteristics reveal. Conclusions: the IASP taxonomy is not fit to form the basis for a realism-based ontology. A new representation framework for describing pain assessment findings more accurately using the same set of differentiae is proposed and its correspondence with the traditional terminology explained.
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I. BACKGROUND

The Ontology for Pain-Related Mental Health and Quality of Life (OPMQoL) is being developed as part of the NIDCR-funded project R01DE021917 with the goal to integrate five datasets gathered in four different countries from patients suffering from one or other form of orofacial pain [1, 2]. Part of the data in these datasets describe findings that are based on the various kinds of responses that patients may report when subjected to stimuli to test their somatosensory status and that are typically described using terms such as ‘allodynia’, ‘hyperesthesia’, and so forth. Although these terms were already in practice since at least the early 19th century [3], standard definitions for these terms were first proposed in 1979 [4] and are since then regularly updated by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP), in print for the last time in 1994 [5], with more regular electronic updates on the IASP webpage [6] the last one in May 2012 (Table 1). These definitions are further based on the IASP definition for ‘pain’ as ‘an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage’.

For terms to be eligible as representational units in a realism-based ontology such as OPMQoL, they must not only (1) denote entities that can be classified following the principles of Ontological Realism [7], but also (2) be defined using Aristotelian definitions which specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for class membership, and further lead to a taxonomy based on single inheritance [8]. The goal of the work reported on here was to assess the adherence of the IASP pain assessment definitions to this second condition and to find ways for remediation if non-compliance was found.

| Alloodynia: pain due to a stimulus that does not normally provoke pain. Note: The stimulus leads to an unexpectedly painful response. |
| Analgesia: absence of pain in response to stimulation which would normally be painful. |
| Dysesthesia: an unpleasant abnormal sensation, whether spontaneous or evoked. Note: Special cases of dysesthesia include hyperalgesia and allodynia. |
| Hyperalgesia: increased pain from a stimulus that normally provokes pain. |
| Hyperesthesia: increased sensitivity to stimulation, excluding the special senses. |
| Hyperpathia: a painful syndrome characterized by an abnormally painful reaction to a stimulus. |
| Hypalgesia: diminished pain in response to a normally painful stimulus. |
| Hypoesthesia: decreased sensitivity to stimulation, excluding the special senses. |
| Paresthesia: an abnormal sensation, whether spontaneous or evoked. Note: Paresthesia is to be used to describe an abnormal sensation that is not unpleasant. |

| Table 1 - Pain terms analyzed |

II. METHODS

Based on the definitions of the terms studied – note that Table 1 contains only part of the relevant notes and that the reader should for complete understanding of the analysis method consult reference [6] - an analysis framework was designed by introducing nine hierarchically organized variables reflecting the type of stimulus, the presence or absence of a response, and the type of response when present, when a patient is subjected to a pain assessment investigation. The allowed values for these variables were defined, depending on what the variable stands for, either on a nominal or ordinal scale (Table 2).
Table 2 - Basic analysis framework variables, values and definitions

The next step consisted of identifying and representing all theoretically possible stimulus/response combinations, a part of which is displayed in Table 3.

Although the maximal theoretical number of possible combinations would be 1296 (1*3*3*2*3*3*2*3), the actual number is only 130 because of the hierarchical organization of the variables which implements the following dependencies typical for somatosensory and pain assessment studies [9]:

1. each stimulus, whether to test either somatosensory status (e.g. temperature, pressure, pin prick, and so forth, henceforth called ‘modus M’) or pain sensitivity, falls under one of three disjoint categories: (1) below threshold, (2) on threshold, or (3) above threshold;
2. modus M and pain stimuli may be given selectively or together, thus resulting in 4 stimulation modes: (1) sub-threshold (for both pain and modus M), (2-3) modus M- or pain-selective, and (4) bimodal (i.e. on or supra-threshold for both modus M and pain);
3. if there is no response to a stimulus, then there are no values for the intensity of modus M sensation and pain;
4. if a response is present, it may be either (4a) selective, i.e. exclusively being unpleasant, painful, or of modus M in isolation, or (4b) combining either a modus M and non-painful unpleasant response, or a modus M and painful response;
5. all pain responses are unpleasant, thus following the IASP definition for ‘pain’ as ‘an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage’, but an unpleasant response does not need to be painful.

As a third step, each combination was assessed for whether it could figure as an exemplar for each of the terms of Table 1. Table 4 provides an example of this step for the IASP-definition of ‘allodynia’ without taking the note into account. A complication at this phase was that the definitions and notes left certain questions with respect to inclusion and exclusion criteria unanswered. It was thus for many definitions required to find meaningful subgroups and for some of these subgroups the IASP documentation did not provide enough information to assess whether they represent intended interpretations, although from a terminological and ontological perspective perfectly plausible. Table 5 shows the subgroups identified as well as the counts of stimulus/response combinations that fall under them. When subgroups were defined, the count for the (direct or indirect) parent terms were obtained by applying a Boolean OR operation on the combinations (and not the direct or indirect) parent terms were obtained by applying a Boolean OR operation on the combinations (and not the

Table 3 - Different stimulus/response combinations possible for bimodal above (but not ‘on’) threshold stimulation. Legend for values: Y = Yes, N = No, B = Below threshold stimulus, O = On threshold stimulus, A = Above threshold stimulus, H = Higher than expected response intensity, C = response intensity Concordant with stimulus, L = Lower than expected response intensity.

Table 4 - Possible stimulus/response combinations for Allodynia (following the IASP definition strictly). Legend for values: Y = Yes, N = No, B = Below threshold stimulus, O = On threshold stimulus, A = Above threshold stimulus, H = Higher than expected response intensity, C = response intensity Concordant with stimulus, L = Lower than expected response intensity.
Table 5 - Terms and ontological subgroups for the IASP pain assessment terminology. Legend: N = number of stimulus/response combinations applicable (max = 130).

This step answers thus for each term pair ‘A B’ the question which and how many of the possible stimulus/response combinations can occur in the pair combinations A+/B+, A+/B-, A-/B+, A-/B- where ‘+’ and ‘-’ indicate that the stimulus/response combination can, resp. cannot occur under the definition of the term. As it became clear at this point that overlap was considerable, we designed a new terminology based on definitions that minimize the potential overlap using categories that are mutually exclusive. We then compared this new terminology with the traditional one, again using the stimulus/response combinations as benchmark.

III. RESULTS

A. The IASP terms do not satisfy the criteria for direct integration in a realism-based ontology.

Figure 1 - in which terms displayed in SMALL CAPS are the immediate superordinate terms found in the definitions and the arrows stand for the classical subsumption relation [10] – demonstrates that although the individual definitions follow the Aristotelian form ‘an A is a B which C’, the defined terms do not lead all together to a complete directed graph with an overarching top, not even if all 29 IASP terms would be included. Furthermore, the terms ‘allodynia’ and ‘hyperalgesia’ have superordinate terms which under their standard meanings should represent disjoined classes: although sensation and sensitivity are certainly related, nothing which is a kind of one can also be a kind of the other. In addition, already a superficial reading of these terms and accompanying notes reveals ambiguities and inconsistencies. The definition of ‘allodynia’, for instance, indicates that the term should be used for pain evoked after applying a stimulus which is below the normal pain threshold. The corresponding note however suggests that also a response on an above-threshold stimulus may count as such when the stimulus leads to more pain than expected. The note for ‘dysesthesia’, as many similar notes for other terms which for space reasons are not reproduced in Table 1 but can be found in reference [6], indicate that there is considerable overlap between the terms.

B. Traditional pain assessment terminology shows considerable overlap

All terms of Table 1 could be mapped to the stimulus/response combinations. Table 6 illustrates how the parent terms relate to each other in function of the stimulus/response combinations. The individual cells contain the counts for the overlap, if any. For example, the overlap cells between hyperesthesia and hypoalgesia show - surprisingly - that these two conditions do not exclude each other: 6 of the 130 combinations fall under both definitions, 14 are such that hypoalgesia is present without hyperesthesia, 75 have hyperesthesia without hypoalgesia, and 35 don’t exhibit either. An additional color coding is used to highlight the type of overlap: white indicates a symmetric overlap for all 4 types of co-occurrence as exemplified by the hyperesthesia/hypoalgesia pair; green indicates mutual exclusion of the positive occurrences, the other three colors indicate an asymmetric overlap. An ideal terminology would be such that the classes defined are mutually disjoint. For 12 (n) classes as is the case here, there are 66 possible overlaps (n*(n-1)/2) between any pair of these classes, not counting overlap of a class with itself. As displayed in Table 6, there is no overlap in only 2 cases of these 66: (1) for hyperpathia versus allodynia (taking the note into account), and (2) for hyperesthesia and paresthesia (when the note is not taken into account).

C. Novel terminology with less overlap

Table 7 provides an overview of the proposed terminology which uses 6 variables (Response expectation, Main finding, Sensation expectation, Sensation intensity, Sensation mode, and Stimulation type) that can take a number of values and which are strongly related to the variables and values used to design the analysis framework of the 130 stimulus/response combinations.
### Table 6 - Positive/negative contingency table for traditional pain terminology

A color coding is used for the 2-by-2 contingency tables to highlight the type of overlap: white indicates a symmetric overlap for all 4 types of co-occurrence; green indicates mutual exclusion of the positive occurrences, the other three colors indicate an asymmetric overlap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response expectation</th>
<th>Main finding</th>
<th>Sensation expectation</th>
<th>Sensation intensity</th>
<th>Sensation mode</th>
<th>Subthreshold Pain-specific Modus</th>
<th>Stimulation type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concordant Discendant</td>
<td>Absence Pres Config</td>
<td>Concordant Discendant</td>
<td>HypOresponsive</td>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td>Modal Painful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA—SS</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDEMS S</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPEPSS</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC—SS</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA—MSP</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC—PS P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC—SP</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA—PS P</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDOUS P</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D O</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDPSP</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPEPS P</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC—SP</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA—USM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC—MS P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC—SM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA—MS M</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDEMS M</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPEPS M</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPEPS P</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC—SM</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC—MS B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC—PS B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC—SB</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA—MS B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA—PS B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDEMB</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D O</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPEPS B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDEP B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D E</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC--SB</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 - Proposed alternative terminology
The values for *sensation mode* are to be interpreted as follows: ‘modal’ means that there is only a modal response which is not unpleasant or painful, ‘unpleasant’ means that the response is unpleasant but not painful, irrespective of whether there is a modal response as well, whereas ‘painful’ means there is only a painful response. ‘Subthreshold’ for *stimulation type* reflects a subthreshold stimulation for both pain and modus M, while ‘bimodal’ indicates an above threshold stimulation for both modus M and pain.

As is the case for the analysis framework, some values are constrained by the values for some other variables. As an example, when the value for *stimulus intensity* is ‘subthreshold’, there is either (1) no response in which case the value for *response expectation* is constrained to ‘concordant’, the value for main finding to ‘absence’, and all other variables have no value, or (2) a response is present, in which case the values for *response expectation* and *sensation expectation* are both constrained to ‘discordant’, the value for main finding to ‘presence’, and the value for *sensation intensity* to ‘hyper-responsive’. The constraints make once again the total number of possibilities lower than can be expected: 26, excluding the combinations with the value ‘configuration’ for main finding which are constructed by the boolean AND-ing and OR-ing of concordant and discordant situations. The terms for this terminology are then all of the form ‘(Response expectation) (Main finding) of (Sensation expectation) (Sensation intensity) (Sensation mode) sensation after (Stimulation type) stimulation’ whereby the variables in italics are replaced by the terms for the allowed values, and the words in bold are constant. As an example, the terms for the first two combinations in Table 7 are respectively ‘concordant absence of sensation after subthreshold stimulation’ and ‘discordant presence of discordant hyper-responsive modal sensation after subthreshold stimulation’.

The left column of Table 7 contains for further reference in Table 8 acronyms for the various possibilities formed by means of the concatenation of the individual values for a certain variable, excluding, for space reasons, the last (constant) ‘S’ for ‘Stimulation’.

Table 8 shows the extent to which the proposed terminology categories suffer from a far less degree of overlap, overlap being indicated by the cells in light and dark red background: only 23 overlaps of the total possible 325.

### IV. DISCUSSION

Our results in Table 5, combined with Table 1, clearly indicate that the traditional terminology is based on rather ambiguous definitions and application recommendations some of which lead to interpretations for which it is not clear whether they are intended or not. This is overwhelmingly obvious for the terms ‘hyperesthesia’, ‘hypoesthesia’ and ‘paresthesia’. The latter is very broadly defined as an abnormal sensation, without making it explicit what ‘abnormal’ exactly means: ‘abnormal’ may indeed be interpreted as anything what is not expected, such as more or less intense pain than expected after giving a supra-threshold pain stimulus, or more or less intense pressure sensation than expected when giving a supra-threshold pressure stimulus.

It may also be interpreted as feeling an itch - a form of unpleasant sensation - when giving a pressure stimulus with or without there being a pressure sensation, and so forth. The note for paresthesia, in contrast, tells us that only ‘not unpleasant’ sensations should count as qualifying, which limits the number of possibilities considerably.

| CA=--SS | 1 | DPDEMSB |
| CA=--USM | 2 | CPC=--MSM |
| CPC=--PSP | 2 | DA=--PSB |
| DA=--PSP | 4 | 8 | DPDOSB |
| DPOUSP | 2 | 4 | 4 | DPOPSB |
| DPOPS | 2 | 4 | 4 | DPDSP |
| DPDFSP | 2 | 4 | 4 | DPDFSP |
| DPDFSP | 2 | 2 | 4 | CA=--USM |
| CA=--MSB | 2 | 2 | 6 | DPDFSP |
| CPC=--MSB | 2 | 8 | CPC=--MSB |
| CPC=--PSB | 2 | DA=--PSB |
| DA=--PSB | 4 | 4 | 20 | DPDFSP |
| DPOUSB | 4 | 4 | 16 | DPDFSP |
| DPOPSB | 4 | 4 | 16 | DPDFSP |
| DPDFSP | 4 | 4 | 4 | DPDFSP |
| Table 8 - Overlap between proposed pain assessment categories |
It leaves however still many interpretations open, such as whether the resulting sensation must be alien to the given stimulus - would an erotic feeling induced by providing a pressure stimulus to the hand count as such a non-unpleasant abnormal sensation? - or whether it may be special cases of hypo- and hyperesthesia.

These reflections provide at the same time explanations for the very high degree of overlap between the majority of the traditional terms (Table 6). There is of course a symmetric non-overlap for each category with each negation, but the only non-overlap between distinct categories is found for the pairs allodynia (taking the note into account) -hyperpathia and hyperesthesia-paresthesia (as defined, without the limiting note).

The proposed terminology shows a much more limited degree of overlap. This lesser degree of overlap is because the parameters have been chosen in such a way that a specific combination of values cannot count for a specific class in more than one way, a feature which is not exhibited by the traditional terminology.

A disadvantage of the terminology is that it is more verbose, but this is compensated by the ease by which it can be implemented in systems for structured electronic reporting and automatic assigning of the categories using single select choice lists for each variable.

V. CONCLUSION

It is demonstrated that the IASP terms do not satisfy the criteria for direct integration in a realism-based ontology. A new terminology for stimulus based pain and somatosensory status assessment is proposed which exhibits less shortcomings in terms of overlap than the traditional terminology. This is because in contrast to the traditional approach, this proposal does not underestimate the various stimulus/response combinations that may occur.
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Preface

Biobanks are a critical resource for translational science. However, they often suffer from a lack of semantics in their ability to disseminate data and make it readily queryable. The OBO Foundry provides ontologies that are relevant to representing the structure and function of biobanks. The workshop organizers developed an ontology for biobanking based on the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI), an OBO Foundry ontology, aiming to support consistent annotation of biobank resources and provide semantics to biobank resources. The workshop focuses on problems and requirements of an ontology for biobanking, as well as potential solutions. Following topics are covered:

- Information models describing biobanks, their strengths, weaknesses, and competency criteria
- Reports of biobank related ontologies
- Case studies of applying ontologies to biobanks

The biobank workshop provides a platform to people from the biobank world who are interested in bringing ontologies into this effort. Over 30 people attended the workshop and initiated the potential collaboration following the workshop.
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OBI Influenced Software Design
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Abstract—We present a use case of the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations [1] (OBI) informing the software design of a suite of biobanking applications. We describe how OBI has influenced the design of the Penn Medicine BioBank applications that support the collection, processing, and storage of biobank specimens and our work in creating a robust search system over data produced by BioBank applications and other sources. We show that applications that have been designed with the tenets of OBI in mind, particularly those of being reality based and modeling events as OBI style processes, have proven to effectively express richly interconnected data and be easily extendable.

Keywords—BFO; Biobanking; OBI; Ontology; Process; Search; Software Design

I. INTRODUCTION

Bio-specimens and the data gained by their analysis are valuable resources for bio-medical investigators. Biobanks, collections of bio-specimens (specimens) made available for research, are of extreme importance to investigators, because they can provide a large enough sample size to perform robust statistical analysis and can be used to find specimens with rare genotypes or phenotypes of interest. Information associated with specimens in biobanks and the subjects from whom the specimens were collected is frequently as important to research as the information gleaned from specimen analysis. Information technology such as databases and web application frameworks provide basic support for the storage and retrieval of biobank information. However, these technologies do not provide models for complex bio-medical data. Modeling such rich interconnected data remains a challenge for bio-medical investigators and informaticians, one that must be overcome for specimen based research to reach its full potential.

The Penn Medicine BioBank (PMBB) enables biomedical research by providing centralized access to a large number of annotated blood and tissue specimens. The Penn Medicine BioBank Informatics Team has been tasked with supporting this initiative by creating the informatics infrastructure to enable the collection, processing, and storage of specimens and associated subject data, and making the biomedical and demographic information associated with its subjects and specimens readily available to the research community. The information must be easily accessible, discoverable, and query-able, and data provenance must be maintained.

Since 2013, the PMBB informatics infrastructure has been implemented by a suite of biobanking applications collectively called Squash that are founded on OBI concepts with the aim of presenting and interacting with biobank information in a semantically rich ontology adherent manner. We designed our data model to follow patterns and conventions established by OBI, its higher order ontology Basic Formal Ontology [8] (BFO), and the OBO Relation Ontology [9]. BFO is a theory of the basic structures of reality currently being developed at the Institute for Formal Ontology and Medical Information Science (IFOMIS) at the University of Leipzig [11]. The OBO Relation Ontology provides guidelines for creating ontologies with consistent relational assertions.

To date, we have implemented a web based specimen collection and processing application named Pumpkin that makes heavy use of the concept of a process [2] and have prototyped a query system that searches over OBI annotated data. We have found that modeling events such as pre-storage specimen processes like aliquoting, centrifugation, and freezing as processes with specific end-points, inputs, and outputs, has led to a powerful application with an expressive data model that reflects reality and is easily transformable to an ontology friendly format. We also found that keeping our data model reality based following the example set by OBI has resulted in a data model over which it is easy to reason and that facilitates organic extension.

II. METHODS

A. OBI Driven Software Design

Pumpkin was developed using the web application framework Grails [3] and is written in Groovy [4] and Java [5] using MySql [6] as the relational database backend. Pumpkin supports the specimen collection process from the initial creation of specimen collection packets, through the processing and ultimate storage of specimens.
Grails incorporates an object-relational mapping (ORM) powered by Hibernate [7] that provides an abstraction layer over relational databases. Instead of creating tables with fields and foreign keys, one creates inter-related domain classes that specify the database schema. Data are written and read from the database at the Groovy object level rather than via SQL. Using the rich Grails ORM, we were able to model our persistent data in a manner very similar to the way classes are defined in an ontology like OBI -- reality based with class inheritance.

When designing our data model we considered the concepts represented in OBI and the relationships between them and theorized how new concepts would be represented as a guide to designing persistent domain objects. In this way, OBI informs both the software architecture and the structure of data that is created by the application. Some examples of OBI terms that were modeled as domain objects are the concepts of protocol, specimen collection, containers, and specimens.

![Specimen process architecture](image)

**Fig. 1.** The specimen process architecture expressed here in an informal graph exemplifies how OBI concepts influenced the design of Pumpkin. Specimens, SpecimenContainers, and SpecimenProcesses are all modeled as persistent domain objects.

The concept of a process heavily influenced our design. From the BFO concept of a process, we included both start and end times in our process domain classes. The OBI relationships has_specified_input and has_specified_output are implemented as well. For example, we modeled a domain super-class SpecimenProcess that includes input specimens, output specimens, start and end times, and a user (participant). Subclasses of SpecimenProcess include common specimen processes like aliquot, spin (centrifugation), dilute, and trash. Given specimen processes modeled in this way, each specimen is part of a directed specimen process graph that starts with a specimen extraction process and terminates with processes that have output specimens bound for storage.

![Specimen process graph](image)

**Fig. 2.** An example of a typical specimen workflow showing specimen processes and their input and output specimens as modeled in Pumpkin following OBI guidelines. S11 is the primogenitor specimen. Because specimen processes are explicitly modeled, information can be directly associated with processes and specimens or inferred via the graph. For example, information pertaining to the specimen extraction of S11, like the study subject, is directly associated only with S11 and discoverable for derivative specimens by graph traversal.

**B. OBI Annotated Data Search**

We have developed a prototype search system that implements a natural language query interface over OBI annotated data. Ontology experts analyzed several small existing biomedical data sets and created a mapping between the data and concepts in the OBI ontology. D2RQ [10] was used to present these annotated data as a SPARQL endpoint.

To enable natural-language-like queries (NLQ), a pipeline following the standard programming language compilation process was created. An NLQ is first parsed as per a fully specified context free grammar. The resulting parse tree is fed to an interpreter that creates a logical query representation. A query generator takes as input this logical query representation and generates a SPARQL query that is run against the NLQ query endpoint.

**III. RESULTS**

Pumpkin has been in production since June 2013 and to date has stored over 90,000 specimens from over 8,000 collections. Its design has proven to be adequate to handle our initial collection specifications and be easily extendable to additional processes and concepts, such as new specimen and collection attributes. Since the data model is reality-based and expressive as it is in graph form, it provides a common representation for all biobank related data, independent of individual lab nomenclature and idiosyncrasies. Because the
data are stored in a harmonized data model, no transformation is required to query across these data.

IV. DISCUSSION

Early in the requirements gathering and design process, it became clear that one of the primary difficulties of biobanking informatics is the heterogeneity and interconnectedness of the information involved. Application developers are mostly unaccustomed to modeling entities and processes as diverse and complex as those found in biology and biobanking. While the volume of data is small in modern terms, the complexity and fragility is great. In order to remain useful, each bit of information concerning a biological process must be richly explained, which often means complex links to other bits of information and semantic definitions. Our development team, staffed with computer science and math majors, found itself ill equipped to meet the challenge of modeling the information of a robust biobanking informatics landscape. Traditional data modeling techniques as they apply to relational and document databases fall short. It was only after several months acquainting ourselves with OBI and ontology concepts in general that we were able to see a path to an informatics system that would provide data expressivity equal to the task. What ensued was the implementation of a web based biobanking application designed from the ground-up to be OBI compliant.

Two tenets of OBI stand out as particularly significant. The first is the dedication to remaining reality based. It is often more convenient to model data for a given requirement in a way that satisfies that requirement only, usually following the path of least resistance of the implementation technology, than it is to adhere to a reality based model. From the outset, we committed ourselves to a reality based data model following the example set by OBI. While this commitment did prove difficult and seemed unnecessarily so at times, inevitably it led to an understandable and often surprisingly easily extendable data model. The second is our choice to model events as BFO style processes, occurrents with temporal boundaries, following the OBI convention of including process inputs and outputs. It was unclear at the outset that this approach would lead to an improved data model. We found however that much like our commitment to remaining reality based, modeling our processes in this way resulted in an understandable and easily extendable data model.

This approach has not been without challenges. One notable difficulty arose around efficient information retrieval from the database. To get the full data for a particular specimen, the specimen process graph must be generated, which in our initial implementation required recursive domain class traversals resulting in an explosion of computationally expensive database calls. We addressed this issue via shortcut pointers in the database. In most instances the data needed for a particular specimen are associated with either the specimen itself or its primogenitor specimen. To alleviate the computational load of traversing the process graph for common tasks, each specimen was assigned a direct pointer to its primogenitor specimen allowing single database queries rather than recursive searches.

In the hopes of finding a more general solution to efficient data retrieval, we are experimenting with mirroring our data in a graph database. Graph databases are designed to store and operate efficiently over data in graph format and may provide a mechanism to perform efficient reads of our data.

In addition to specimen processes, we have loosely modeled the concept of a ‘task’ to follow the OBI methodology as a time-based process with inputs and outputs. Currently, we model specimen intake as a task. In the future, other tasks will be included. As with specimen processes, task data will be expressed in graph form and so the same efficiency considerations will exist and methods used.

Still to be developed is Carnival, the system that will tie together the subject and specimen data generated by Squash applications with data from other sources and present them in a discoverable and query-able format. This will be an expansion of the prototype natural language query tool. The data generated by and stored in Squash applications exist at rest in a form that is compatible with OBI. We plan to annotate any additional data from sources outside Squash with OBI terms and provenance information in order to create a unified search endpoint.

Through our experiences attempting to create ontology adherent database applications, we have gained an appreciation for the valuable work that has been and continues to be done in ontology development. We suspect that the perceived value of ontologies within the biomedical research community will increase over time as those outside the immediate ontology community learn the contributions that ontologies like OBI and BFO can make towards their efforts. It remains to be seen whether ontology influenced software design will be adopted by the broader software development community, but if there is continued success of the Penn Medicine Biobank, it will be due in large part to the influence ontologies have had on our software development team.
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\textbf{Abstract} — Biospecimen-based research is rapidly growing in the post genomic era, and includes the need to retrieve specimens from distributed biobanks of various size and complexity in a fashion that ethically preserves the expressed wishes of specimen donors as represented by the informed consent process and its artifacts. This paper briefly describes existing work along these lines, presents some challenges unique to biobanks, and presents our own work on an ontology of informed consent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research in the post-genomic era requires access to high quality biospecimens, often annotated with or linked to clinical data. Many groups at varying levels of institutional complexity, ranging from small scale individual laboratories to distributed international collaboratives, have established and operate biorepositories (also referred to by various names such as biobanks, biolibraries, and even collections). Often, there are needs to share data and specimens among multiple biobanks [1-3]. The act of requesting specimens from a biorepository may demand a complex series of transactions, each of which in turn may convey a series of rights, obligations, and permissions for access to specimens and data. Despite over a decade of experience incorporating biospecimens in the research process, formal models that describe the use of biorepositories in human research are a relatively recent development. Without a common formal model of consent and the associated permissions on collection and distribution of specimens and data, integration of data across the translational spectrum, or from multiple banks and institutions will remain a difficult, manually intensive problem.

In this paper we briefly review current efforts toward such models, describe our own work toward a formal model for informed consent, and describe what we consider challenges and opportunities for supporting biorepository-based research with ontologies. A simple example that provides a motivation for this effort follows.

II. EXAMPLE OF THE CHALLENGE

Clinical or translational research often involves the extraction and usage of biospecimen from humans. Different biospecimens may be stored and processed differently, and may be collected under different models of consent. A typical scenario might read something like this:

“For my study, I want to use samples from my organization’s biobank, collected under a blanket biobank informed consent form. I discover that I will need more samples, so I contact another organization’s biobank to determine if they hold relevant and available specimens. That organization’s samples were collected under a tiered biobank informed consent form. While some samples are shared with me, I still need more samples to address the requirements of my study. I then collect additional samples using a consent form specific to my study.”

In this example there are three informed consents forms to account for – a blanket consent, a tiered consent, and the investigator’s single study consent. In an effort to support the expressed wishes of the donors, informed consent documents impose a series of legal and ethical restrictions, obligations, and permissions to biobank operators and research teams using the specimens and data collected in these banks. Often these rights, obligations, and permissions accrue from multiple sources of authority and are represented in multiple legal documents. Consequently, the biobanking domain presents a series of modeling challenges, including:

\textbf{The operational model of the biobank}. A biobank can be a single, dedicated resource that provides samples to single or closely allied groups of studies using a common consent model. It might be a virtual or distributed biorepository using precoordinated consent models. Another organization structure might be that of a shared biobank facility containing multiple sets of tissues from multiple projects and attempting to maximize use of these tissue resources by making them available to requestors.

\textbf{The consent model used for the biobank}. This can be opt-in or opt-out. In the case of an opt-in consent model, a tiered consent may be used to present the participant or volunteer with choices of the type of data the participant may want shared, and for what types of research or other constraints.

\textbf{The protocol model the bank operates under}. Typically a biobank serving more than one project would operate under one or more Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved collection protocols and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) authorizations. Researchers
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subsequently requesting specimens and data would operate under separate IRB-approved protocols, and depending on this protocol, separate consent and HIPAA authorization may be required for use of a previously banked specimen. Such a model is sometimes called a two-protocol model [4].

Rights, obligations, and permissions accrue from multiple sources and must be consistent across time. Properly modeling the decisions typically made by human review boards and regulatory personnel considering sample and data distribution for research requires modeling not just the consent documents, but the protocols, data use agreements, and possibly other information artifacts used in both depositing samples into a biobank, and withdrawing them for subsequent research.

In a research oriented university such as the University of Michigan, thousands of informed consent forms have been generated, and there are over 100 biobanks in the Medical School alone. Queries supporting appropriate use of banked biospecimens and data must be linked to the signed informed consent agreements with the biospecimen donor.

III. EXISTING EFFORTS

Several current efforts are evident, focused on modeling aspects of the biobanking domain. At least two BFO-aligned ontologies relate to biobanking. The Ontologized Minimum Information About Biobank data Sharing (OMIABIS) expresses data concepts in an ontology of biobank administration [5]. OMIABIS is based on work by Norlin and colleagues [6] to develop a minimum data set for eight countries participating in the EU Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure project. Limitations of this effort are that it is intended to serve only as a description of a biobank contents, and does not describe collection criteria, consenting, and protocol provenance of individual specimens. A group at the University of Pennsylvania is developing an ontology for the representation of biobanks, although the work is in early stages [7]. Similarly, we are aware that a group at Duke University is working on a collaborative effort to develop a normative set of data elements and terms to recommend as a best practice to the International Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories (ISBER), although this work is not yet published [8, 9].

There are also non-BFO aligned ontologies in related areas, including a Permission Ontology used for development and evaluation of software tools for reasoning about consent permission, published by a group at the University of California San Diego (UCSD) [10]. Related work to build a Research Permission Management System was done at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) to support a statewide research network [11]. A search of the term “consent” in the NCBO biportal identified the notion of informed consent at the class level in 19 different systems (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/search).

Our efforts to develop a BFO-aligned informed consent ontology (ICO) emphasizes the broad domain of informed consent. Although motivated by a biobanking use case, initial development reported here is not restricted to that domain.

IV. THE INFORMED CONSENT ONTOLOGY (ICO)

Development of ICO, a BFO-based ontology represented in the Web Ontology Language (OWL2) [12], follows OBO Foundry principles of openness and collaboration. ICO is aligned with the BFO [13], making it possible to align and integrate with other BFO-based ontologies. The initial release of the ontology focuses on modeling informed consent documents. As for Aug. 14, 2014, ICO contains 471 terms including 137 ICO-specific terms and other terms imported from other BFO-aligned ontologies. Detailed ICO statistics can be found on the Ontobee ICO web page: http://www.ontobee.org/ontostat.php?ontology=ICO. ICO is released under an open Creative Commons 3.0 License.

The ontology was developed using a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches. Protégé-OWL 4.2 was used for the ontology authoring and editing. To build the OBI-based framework of ICO we manually identified informed consent concepts from existing OBO Foundry library ontologies. These were imported to ICO using Ontodog [14] and OntoFox [15] which allowed for recursive inclusion of all defined axioms and related terms. The results were then manually reviewed for final approval before inclusion in the ICO framework.

Bottom up construction proceeded by manually identifying and extracting a list of candidate terms from two informed consent templates used at the University of Michigan (one from the Medical School Institutional Review Board, another from the Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board). We also identified terms from a consent form used for the University of Michigan Medical School biorepository, and from World Health Organization (WHO) informed consent templates. The candidate terms identified from these templates were then enriched with metadata including definitions, concept identifiers, preferred terms, synonyms, and URIs extracted from three ontology repositories: the National Library of Medicine’s Unified Medical Language System (UMLS®) Metathesaurus [16]; the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) BioPortal [17]; and Ontobee [18]. When textual definitions were not provided, other sources such as clinical research glossaries or the current literature were used. These enriched candidate terms were manually mapped to several pre-identified resources containing terms and definitions developed and vetted by the United States regulatory community. This process yielded candidate preferred terms containing definitions accepted as robust and well defined by that community. Resources used in this step included the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIt), the Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG) [19], the Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe) [20], the Consumer Health Vocabulary (CHV) and the University of California San Diego permission ontology [10].

The pool of enriched candidate terms was organized into categories of like terms according to their definitions. For example, the category ‘authorization’ included the terms ‘authorization for medical records release’, ‘authorization documentation’ or ‘authorization’. Enriched candidate terms grouped by categories formed to-be-included terms in ICO. The final set of categories (or modeling units) was then
mapped to branches of BFO. For example, terms categorized under ‘authorization’ were considered to be subclasses of BFO: process. Informed consent workflows in a typical clinical research study were modeled as three processes: (i) pre-informed consent processes, (ii) obtaining informed consent processes, and (iii) processes after signing informed consent documents. Relations between entities involved in the above processes were defined. Finally, all terms and relations were aligned with BFO.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Modeling informed consent is a necessary but not sufficient part of the modeling needed to support responsible use of biospecimens and data in research. Biospecimen and data release is complex, and informed consent plays a major role in the regulatory and scientific governance used by biorepositories to release specimens and data. In follow-on work we plan to examine the specific area of specimen and data release involving the longitudinal agreements of rights, permissions, and obligations. Other work is needed in the complex areas of protocol representation, data use agreements and material transfer agreements.

Limitations of our preliminary work will inform further development efforts toward a robust Informed Consent Ontology. First, the ICO is admittedly preliminary work and is currently focused on informed consent documents and processes. More work is needed to validate the coverage and completeness in the domain. Concepts from the US Common Rule and the EU Prior Informed Consent legislation need to be included. Our current models of informed consent processes likely lack the richness and complexity of real-life informed consent processes, and they need validation with research study teams from a variety of domain areas. Aspects of rights, obligations, permissions, and ethics must be modeled and used to extend the ontology. Finally, axioms must be developed and competency validation of the ICO must be conducted using a series of still to be defined use case driven competency questions.

We have described our work on ICO, a preliminary ontology of informed consent that provides general classification of content contained in general informed consent documents. It requires expansion, revisions and collaboration to build a robust model, and to move toward a representation of the complex area of biobank data sharing and specimen release. We hope to collaborate with the broader community in this effort.
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Abstract—Application ontologies for biodiversity and biomedical specimen data are being developed within the OBO Foundry framework. Both the Biological Collections Ontology (BCO) and the Ontologized Minimum Information About Blobank data Sharing (OMIABIS) are ontologies rooted in specimens and the need to track, share and query data about specimens. In this paper, we briefly describe the structure of the BCO and the way that it is used to annotate and reason over biodiversity data. We conclude with a discussion of the relationship of the BCO to bio-bank ontologies and areas of potential collaboration through the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Museum specimens and the data associated with them are a critical foundation of biodiversity knowledge. They provide evidence of an organism’s occurrence at a particular place and time and are source material for genetic, genomic, and metagenomic sequence data as well as for morphological, physiological, and biochemical trait measurements. Environmental data and field notes taken at the time of specimen collection or observation provide needed context that can form the basis of ecological studies into species’ distributions and interactions (e.g. [1–3]). As our ability to measure and record scientific data has grown through technologies such as sequencing and digital data capture, so too has the need to store, track, access, and understand new types of specimens and their associated data.

The Biological Collections Ontology (BCO) [4] is a semantic model that describes and links both traditional and novel types of biodiversity data. While observations play a key role in biodiversity research and the BCO, the need to track and describe relationships between specimens, their origins, and their derivatives continues to be the BCO’s primary driving use case. Although the BCO models basic biodiversity domain knowledge, it is primarily an application ontology that relies on imports from and coordination with other ontologies such as the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) [5], the Environment Ontology (ENVO) [6], and the Population and Community Ontology (PCO) [4]. Coordination with ENVO is crucial for describing the environments in which specimens are collected, and coordination with PCO allows the BCO to describe multi-organism specimens, such as metagenomic samples.

The BCO grew out of a series of workshops [7,8] aimed at harmonizing traditional museum collection data, typically described using Darwin Core (DwC) [9], and genomic-based biodiversity data, typically described using Minimum Information for any (x) Sequence (MIxS) [10,11]. Although MIxS is a standard for sequence data, there is overlap with specimen-based standards given that many of the MIxS terms describe the specimen that was sequenced or the conditions under which it was collected. The first term developed for the BCO was material sample1, which was defined as a material entity (from the Basic Formal Ontology or BFO) [12,13] that realizes a material sample role by being the output of some material sampling process. As the BCO matured, it became apparent that BCO classes for material sample and material sampling process were very similar to specimen and specimen collection in OBI. Because these and many of the other concepts needed to describe biodiversity data were already present in OBI, a decision was made to coordinate BCO development with OBI. Classes that can be applied to biological investigations generally, such as specimen, should be housed in OBI, while only those specific to biodiversity studies, such as museum specimen, should be maintained in the BCO.

Funding was provided by EAGER: An Interoperable Information Infrastructure for Biodiversity Research (NSF-IIS-1255035), by RCN4GSC: A Research Coordination Network for the Genomic Standards Consortium (NSF-DBI-0840989), and by Collaborative Research: BiSciCol Tracker: Towards a tagging and tracking infrastructure for biodiversity science collections (NSF-DBI: 0956371, 0956350, 0956426).

1. Ontology class names are shown in italic and relations in bold.
II. Ontology Design

The BCO is being developed according to OBO Foundry principles [14]. It is organized around two of the key processes that generate biodiversity data: specimen collection and observing process (Fig. 1). Both have a material entity as an input, but the key difference is that specimen collection generates a material entity (a specimen) as output while observing process generates an information content entity (from the Information Artifact Ontology or IAO) [15]. The BCO interprets specimen collection in a broad sense to include collection of museum or herbarium specimens, subsampling processes such as tissue sampling or DNA extraction, and collection of environmental (e.g., metagenomic) samples. Sequence generation and its output data are also crucial to biodiversity studies, but they have been modeled in OBI and the Sequence Ontology [16], so we import classes as needed for those concepts.

An essential functionality of the BCO is the ability to trace data through a series of processes. For example, one may have organismal sequence data stored in GenBank [17] and metagenomic data stored in another database and want to determine if those sequences came from the same museum sample (Fig. 2). To make queries like this, we needed a transitive property chain that links inputs and outputs of planned processes, which was not available in the Relation Ontology (RO) [18] or BFO. We created two relations using property chains, defined as follows:

\[
\text{is\_specified\_input\_of}\ \text{of}\ '\text{has\ output}'\ \text{subPropertyOf}
\]
\[
'\text{derives\ from\ by\ planned\ process}'
\]

(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BCO_0000067)

\[
\text{is\_specified\_output\_of}\ \text{of}\ '\text{has\ input}'\ \text{subPropertyOf}
\]
\[
'\text{is\ derived\ into\ by\ planned\ process}'
\]

(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BCO_0000068)

The \text{is\_specified\_input\_of} and \text{is\_specified\_output\_of} relations are from OBI and \text{has\ output} and \text{has\ input} are from the RO. We are working with curators of RO to develop more broadly applicable definitions and names for these relations.

III. Using the BCO

One of the main uses of the BCO is to query over data sets that have metadata associated with both specimens and specimen collection. We have held several workshops in which we mapped column headings to ontology terms and specified relations among columns in order to convert datasets from the typical spreadsheet format to RDF [19]. Work is ongoing to develop tools that can automate mapping of data in common formats (such as Darwin Core archives or MIxS spread sheets) to RDF using BCO and other ontologies (see the BiSciCol Triplifier [20] and Biocode FIMS tools [21]). Three major challenges in this endeavor are that few researchers distinguish between specimens and specimen collection processes when they are recording data, the information content of many spreadsheets is ambiguous, and the lack of a clear standard for instance identifier assignment for biodiversity data.

IV. The BCO and Biobank Ontologies

Similar to biodiversity specimen repositories, biomedical specimen repositories (biobanks) need to track and share data on specimens, their sources and their derived products or data. Here we compare the BCO to the Ontologized MIABIS (OMIABIS), named after the Minimum Information About Blobank data Sharing (MIABIS) [22]. OMIABIS is not the only existing biobank ontology, but is the only published, freely available one of which we are aware. We also considered the ontology described by [23] but do not have access to a current version for direct comparison. BCO and OMIABIS not only share a similar focus on specimens but also reuse many of the same terms from OBI and IAO. Some aspects that appear to differ between the two ontologies are in fact simply domain-specific differences in terminology. For example, descriptions of the environment in which a sample was collected in the BCO are, from a knowledge modeling perspective, very similar to a description of patient disease status and history in biobank ontologies, as both describe the conditions under which a specimen was collected. We recommend that developers of both ontologies work to develop a shared set of design patterns that can be used to model the environmental context of specimens, other aspects of specimen collection processes, and relations such as \text{derives\ from\ by\ planned\ process}, described earlier.

Both the biodiversity and biobank domains have standards for describing data (MIABIS for biobanks and DwC and MIxS for biodiversity specimens) and infrastructure for aggregating relevant data – the European Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure (BBMRI) [24] for biobanks and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) [25] for biodiversity data. Nonetheless, the diversity of specimen and data types, the distributed nature of collections, and the novelty of informatic approaches to many researchers in both fields lead to uneven application of standards and additional challenges for semantic reasoning, particularly across legacy data sets. These challenges call for tools that make the ontologies easier to work with, on top of ontology development. We see an opportunity for BCO and OMIABIS developers to collaborate on tool development in areas such as universally unique specimen identifiers, data iteration across legacy data sources, and reasoning over large data sets.
It is clear that there are many areas of overlap and potential collaboration in modeling biodiversity specimen collections and biobanks. We are interested in discussing re-use of OBI terms without importing the entire OBI logic chain. Much of OBI’s logic is not necessary for BCO’s use cases and is likely to put off potential users, and we would like to learn if OMIABIS faces a similar situation. The only major conflict we found during this comparison was a difference in the version of BFO used by the two ontologies, and this is a conflict we think can be easily resolved. Concepts from OMIABIS, such as the owns and administers relations are highly useful and important to the BCO to capture the administrative data and relationships among biodiversity collections, may be better housed in the more general OBI. We recommend that curators from both domains work with the OBI to develop common terminology wherever possible.
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